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''Cemetery'' vandalized
Right-to-Life's Roe v. Wade anniversary display torn down
Megan Hetman

Unk nown vandals destroyed
the "Cemeteryof the Innocents,"
a display set-up on Keller Commons by the John Carroll University Right to Life Group, late
Sunday night.
The display, set up to mark
the 26th anniversary of the U.S
Supreme Court decision to legalize abortion, included 340
woodencrossesrepresenringthe
approximately 37.5 million fetuses that have been aborted
since 1973.
The cemetery, which was a pproved by Dean of Students,
Patrick Rombalski, was constructed Sunday evening at 7
p.m. Volunteers restored the display Monday morning.
According to a memo by Rev.
Richard Salmi, SJ., vice presi-

the division of Student Affairs.
were "unanimous in their con
demnation of th1s act of vandalism ..."
"It IS unfortunate that students
would chose to change our demonstration rather than engage in
intellectual debate over them,"
R1ght to Life representative Sean
Sheridan said.
Christine We1mer, president
of the Right to Life group, was
disturbed by the vandalism "I
was upset to learn what happened but I'm glad we were able
to keep the crosses up another
day We can use thtsopportunny
to get the pomt across and make
people think about the issue
more."
A Rtght to Life table set up m
the Atrium was also targeted by
vandals. The sign on the table
originally read, "Every 22 sec-
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tors of all of the departments in

The vanda Is crossed out the word

Assistant News Editor

Hundreds of
wooden crosses
marked the
anniversary of the
legalization of
abortion in the U.S.
(above).

The John Carroll
Right-to-life group
attended a march in
Washington to
protest abortion on
the anniversary of
Roe vs. Wade , Jan.
22. (left).
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"baby" and replaced n wnh "non
living fetus."
The "cemetery' has sparked
cnttcisms in the past as well
Last year, ajCU semor posted a
stgn in the atrium which read,
"The deciSion to have an abor
tion is a pnvate one that transcends all backgrounds PreRoc vs. Wade statistics also
show that barring legal abor·
nons does not stop a woman
from having an abortion
Women will end unwanted
pregnancies, and If abortions
are not legal, women will die!"
"Our purpose w,1s not to offend but to r<11~e <~wareness and
educanon of an tssue of para moum Importance to both our
personal hves and the future of
our country," Shcndan said
The annivcr ary of Roe vs
Wade is always a busy week for
,., ''6\ '
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Bookw-alter retires after 26 years at JCU
hunt ,fish and fly his two ultra-light
planes.
"O n behalf of all at the university,! thank and congratulate Doug
[Bookwalter] on his great and generous service of John Carroll and for
his many significant contributions
that he has made to his alma mater,"
JCU President Rev. Edward Glynn,
S.J,said.
Bookwalter said, "The most job
satisfaction for me has come not
from working with administrators,
faculty, jesuits or students - needless to say, nothing against any of
these fine people - but it has come
from working with the trustees, and
from working with the staff. They
are the two extraordinary groups
with their liberality of spirit and
Ardle Tragesser
generosity,
which make john CarStaff Reporter
roll
sing
as
a
great college."
W D. Bookwalter, vice presiBookwalteroriginallyplanned to
dent /assistant to the president and
secretary to the university Board resign at the end of the 1997-98 acaof Trustees, will retire on jan. 31 demic year, but agreed to postpone
after 26 years atJohn Carroll Uni- his retirement and serve the Board
of Trustees by staffing the Board's
versity.
Bookwalter has served as the Presidential Search Committee.
Bookwalter was involved in conuniversity relations editor, university editor, director of public rela- troversy in the Fall of 1994 when it
tions, vice president for develop- was disovered that he was responment and assistant to the presi- sible for censoring the student yearbook.
dent.
He admitted to deletmg quotes
"I've been in the higher educafrom
students which he felt "were
tion system for 36 years: 26 atjCU,
ina
ppropriate"a
nd "embarrassing to
nine at Yale, and one at the University of Detroit. It's now somebody the university." Thecensorshipconflicted with the University Student
else's turn," Bookwalter said.
After retiring, Bookwalter said, Handbook, which stated, "The stu"l plan to rest a little, to travel a dent press is to be free of censorlittle, and to spend as much time ship." The American Civil Liberties
as I can with my two, new chil- Union investigated the matter in
dren." Bookwalter also plans to 1994.

The actions by Bookwalter
were unanimously condemned
by the Student Union Senate.
Bookwalter voiced similar
discontent with another student
publication, The Carroll News,
in Aprill998, in response to The
Carroll News' article "Sex in Relationships."
Though he did not censor the
student newspaper, he informed
the editor-in-chief that "In the
case of the Carroll News, this requires reasonable exercise of editorial control on the part of the
university."

In a late Spring letter to The
Carroll News, Bookwalter wrote,
"Some students these days seem
to think theyare'customers'who
always are right, or think that
First Amendment guarantees
apply tostudentsquastudents m
exactly the same way they apply
to citizens qua citizens."
Currently the Student Handbook states," Students enjoy freedom of speech and ex pression on
campus and at university-sponsored off-campus events or activities."
Dean of the graduate school,

Sally Wertheim, will assume
Bookwalter's position on the Board
of Trustees as Secretary on Feb. l.
At the close of this academic year,
Wertheim will resign as dean of
the graduate school and serve the
newly established position of directorof planning and assessment
A retirement party and rocking-chair reception was held in
Bookwalter's honor on Tuesdayjan.
l2,at 4:00p.m. in thejard ine Room
of the OJ Lombardo Student Center
Tom O'Konowitz, editor-inchief, contributed to this report.

Student Union Executive
Nominations
President
Melanie Shakarian
julie Schwing
Mike Bogdon

Chief justice

Secretary:

Kate Meacham
Pete MacEntee

Erin O'Donnell
Yen Loung
Bridget Lynch

Vice President:
Tom Goslin
Jason Ewell
Chad Kleibscheidel
Bridget Houlihan

Treasurer:
Pat Corrigan
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News briefs
Jump, jive and Wail
The Carroll Activtties Board, C.A.B is sponsoring a
swing dance Friday, jan. 29 from 8-12 p.m. in the Intramural
Gym. Swing lessons are from 9-11 p.m. The dance will feature,
'Jump, Jive and Wail.' Tickets are $10 per person or $15 per
couple. Tickets can "be purchased in advance or at the door.

JCU Pub Openings This Weekend
The john Carroll University Pub, located in the Wolf n' Pot of
the DJ Lombardo Student Center will be open this weekend,
Friday, jan. 29 from 5p.m. to midnight and on Saturday,jan 30
from 7-12 p.m.

Student Union Election Primaries
The Student Union will hold primaries for the elections of
executive board positions for president, vice president and secretary. The primaries will be held on Feb. 1-2 in the Atrium
between ll a.m. and 2 p.m.

LifeafrerjCU
The Student Leaders Forum and Young Alumni Committees
of theJCU Alumni Association are sponsoring a program designed to help students plan career choices. The program will be
at the Carroll Lodge, Saturday Feb.l3 from lO a.m. ro 3:30p.m. 1f
you are interested, respond to the Alumni Office by Feb. Sat 397-

4322.
News briefs can be S!lbmitted to the Carroll News office by
Mondayat5p.m

SU debates changes to SABB
Clare Taft
News Editor

Proposed bills to change the
Student Acti vmes Budget Board
(SABB)and the Student Activities
Fee have sparked debate in the
john Carroll Student Union.
Student Union president,
Kevin filiatraut has proposed bills
to change the way funding is allocated by the Student Activities Fee
and to change the SABB.
The SABB is responsible for disbursing money from the Student
Activities Fee to various chartered
organizations. This year the Student Activities Fee collected approximately $150,000 from the
$50 fee added to tuition. Currently,
the SABB works with 65 percent
of the money collected from the
fee. The money is then allocated
to clubs who request certain
amounts of money.
The Student Activities Fee
would be changed to give 50 percent of the fee to the SABB and an
equal 50 percent to the Student
Union Activities Committee.
The SABB was created with the
ability to allocate any amount of
money to clubs, but the Senate and
House of Representatives must
approvefunding.
Filiatraut's bill takes away the
SABB's power to allocate more
than $5000 to any one club. The
SABB can suggest that an organization should receive more than
$5000, but all awards over $5000
would still have to be approved by
the House and the Senate. The
SABB chairperson must present
the rationale for allocating $5000

or more
According to SABB member
Kate Meacham, only four organizations received more than $5000
from the SABB this year, three of
which were the club sports,
hockey, crew and ski. The fourth
club was the Outing Club, which
had LO purchase equipment because it is a new club.
TheSABBallocatedhalf of over
$103,000 to club sports this year.
This year's SABB would like to see
a change in the way that money is
allocated to club sports.
"There will be dissatisfaction
in the SA BB until another method
can be found for funding club
sports," said Meacham. "Something needs to be done so other
clubs and organizations besides
club sports have a fair chance at
the money."
According to a letter by the
SABB, a solution needs to be found
to separate club sports from organizat ions in allocating funds.
The bill would also change the
composition of the SABB. The
SABB has eight members, two
members appointed by the House
of Representatives, three people
appointed by the Senate, two faculty members and Lisa Heckman
of the office of Student Activities.
The bill calls for three members
appointed by the house, three appointed by Senate, two faculty
members and an official faculty
advisor. The faculty members of
theSABBwould be nonvoting. The
advisor to the SABB would be appointed by Dean of Students
Patrick Rombalski. Heckman is

currently the chairperson of the
SABB. The chairperson position
would be changed to be fHled by
the Student Union treasurer.
Terms of the SABB would also
be changed from March of one
year through March of the followingyeartoa term beginning in the
fall semester and ending in May of
the spring semester.

Cemetery
continued from page 1
members of the Rtght to Life
group took a trip to Washington
DC on jan. 21. They joined with
other Pro-Life acuvists fro m
around the country to protest the
landmark decision.
"We are also trying to bring a
speaker to campus to represent
both sides of the issues in order to
involvetheentirecommunity,not
justthejCUcommunity. Westill
have a lot of work to do as far as
ra isi ngfunds go, though," Weimer
added.

The Carroll News)
the offzcial student
newspaper ofThe
jesuz't Unz'versity
In Cleveland
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Students get cultured
JCU students study abroad all over the world
tnes visited by JCU students are England, Ireland, Spain and Italy
The average cost is
$8.000 to $10,000 per semester In most cases
JCU finatlCial aid can be
applied to the tuitton
The cost mel udes housing as well. When staying in non-English
speaking countries, students tend to lean towards homestays, or
staying with a native
family, as means for
room and board
JCU junior Wendy
Metzen recently returned from the University of Valencia in Spain
JCU Juniors Katie Kinder and Wendy Metzen, center left and right,
after spendmg the fall
visit and make new friends in Valencia, Spain while studying abroad_
semester
there.
'Staying with a family
Ann Dolgan
standing.
was definitely the right decision
Staff Reporter
"Moststudentsstudy abroad to forme.ltwasagreatexperienceto
Imagine sitting through a class, go OUl and learn more about cul- be submerged in the Spanish culand instead of gazing at the Sci- tures beyond the textbook," said ture and way of life," Met zen said.
ence Building, you can see the Sophie Kus-Patena, Coordinator
Other options are available
banks of the Seine River.
of Study Abroad and Director of though. john Carroll University
Studying abroad is the oppor- Academic Advising.
junior Katie Kinder attended the
tunity for students to travel to anKus-Patena is very pleased that University College of Galway in
other country, take classes and teachers are encouraging study Ireland this past semester. Shereearn college credit.
abroad as well. Severaljohn Car- sided in a flat just outside her camStudy abroad programs are roll Universi ty professors offer one pus with another American stuopen to almost any john Carroll
to two week programs abroad to
dent and two Irish students.
University student who can meet earn academic credit.
"Living with two Irish house
the eligibility requirements of a
Study abroad can accommo- mates opened my eyes to people of
2.5 grade point average and is of date any major that john Carroll my eneration in lreland. lex sop homore, junior, or senior offers. The most common coun- rienced new music, fashion, and

in rhecndgained hfelongf riends,"
Kmder sa1d
Kinder's school. an Irish umvcrsity, had 10,000 lnsh under
graduates, whereas most students
study abroad m umvers1ncs with
mostly Amencan classmates
Since john Carroll docs not
have their own program to study
abroad students have to go abroad
through other universities which
offer programs. Metzen used a
program through the University
of Virginia.
"I thmk it takes a certain type
of personality to go abroad,"
Metzen sa1d. "You really need to
be outgoing and open to new
things."
Kus-Patena agreed," AIt hough
the option to study abroad is open
to anybody, more adventurous
people tend to make the trip. "
The chance tosrudy in another
country is life changing for students. JCU junior Mary Howarth
iscurrentlystud yingatRichmond
College in London. "Its been a lifelong experience already and I've
on 1y been here for three weeks,"
said Howarth.
More females are apt to going
as well. This semester fourteen
females from john Carroll are
abroad, while just six males are
studying elsewhere.
Senior Dan Piotrowicz attended the University of North
London in the FaH o f \.997 He
enjoyed his experience in a differ-

em ltght by parttelpaung m an
extra -curricular activity.
PiotroWICZ tried out for the
men'srugbyteam,makmgh1mthe
only American on the squad
"More Amencans should get
Involved 111 extra curncular activities wh1le stUdymg abroad."
Piouowicz satd "You become a
part of their culture mstead of
looking at It through the eyes of a
tourist "
Piotrowicz was also 1ntermingled with other Brnish stUdents and teachers m the classroom "I feel th is helped me to get
the full expenencc from the tnp,"
Piotrowiczsa1d. "I wa engaged in
every aspect of the1r ltfest yle"
john Carroll also has three studcntsthatarcabroad~ rrheenure
academtc year Enn Keenan ISm
france, Ntcolas Leon ts stay1ng 111
Ecuador, and Mtchael Molloy is
taking a year to explore Japan.
The first step towards study
abroad is to attend one of the bt·
weekly study abroad informational meeungs They take place
every Monday and Tuesday from
3-4 p.m. m room 32 of the Admin
ist ra1 1on Bu 11u mg,
Kus-Patena encour;~ges fresh
men to attend one of these mcetmg to get a head stan
"I'd like to see a program unrque
to John Carroll students," KusPatena sa1d. "In the nearfuture we
ho x to \k•

..1

our Umvcrsity"

Jump Start"
Student Loan.

The best

Feb. 8, 1999 - 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

choice.

at the Recplex Intramural Gym
ALL STUDENTS ARE WELCOME!

Bring your resumes and
dress in business attire

How to Make the
Most of a job Fair
When: Thursday, Feb. 4, 1999
Where: Murphy Room 7-9 p.m.
Learn how to prepare for a job Fair

Team Captain.
Web Surfer.Math Tutor.

A students life is full of difficult
decisions. Searching for the best student
loan doesn't have to be one of them.
That's because Star Bank has taken the
guesswork out of student loans with Jump
Start. It's the best Federal Stafford Loan for
Ohio students, and it comes with an
incredibly low rate, currently 5.96%.
For more information aoout Jump Start,
ask your school financial aid advisor for a
Star Bank Stafford Loan.

~STAR BANK ~{/
~

Bank Without Boundaries

~-l:f,J

•JumpSmn ~a,,.,.& rate~~ lomn rmwam vklkh ad~ anru~Ur 5.96~.!6 a.1m.··m n1t~
(ulCiu.lmgjumpSun and E.Jso,·fuy) ~ """L~ """'-""' ~- Memb.-r R"liC..
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News briefs
jump,Jive and Wail
The Carroll Activities Board, CAB. lS sponsoring a
swing dance Fnday,jan. 29 from 8-12 p.m. in the Intramural
Gym. Swing lessons are from 9-11 p.m. The dance will feature,
Jump. Jive and WaiL" Tickets are $10 per person or $15 per
couple. T1ckets can"be purchased in advance or at the door.

JCU Pub Openings This Weekend
The john Carroll University Pub, located in the Wolf n' Pot of
the Dj. Lombardo St udent Center will be open this weekend,
Friday, j an. 29 from 5p.m. to midnight and on Saturday.Jan. 30
from 7-12 p.m.

Student Union Election Primaries
The Student Union will hold primaries for the elections of
executive board positions for president, vice president and secretary. The primaries will be held on Feb. 1-2 in the Atrium
between ll a.m. and 2 p.m.

Life after ]CU
The Student Leaders Forum and Young Alumni Committees
of the]CU Alumni Association are sponsoring a program designed to help students plan career choices. The program will be
at the Carroll Lodge. Sa turday Feb. l3 from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. lf
you are interested, respond to the Alumni Office by Feb. 5at 3974322.
Newsbriefs can be submitted to the Ca rro ll News offi ce by
Mondayat5p.m
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SU debates changes to SABB
Clare Taft
Editor
Proposed bills to change the
Student Acti vtties Budget Board
(SABB) and the Student Activities
Fee have sparked debate in the
john Carroll Student Union.
Student Union president,
Kevin Filiatraut has proposed bills
to change the way funding is allocated by the Student Activities Fee
and to change the SABB.
TheSABB is responsible fordisbursing money from the Student
Activities Fee to various chartered
orgamzations. This year the Student Activities Fee collected approximately $150,000 from the
$50 fee added toruition. Currently,
the SABB works with 65 percent
of the money collected from the
fee. The money is then allocated
to cl ubs wh o reques t certai n
amounts of money.
The Stude nt Activi ties Fee
would be changed to give 50 percent of the fee to the SA BB and an
equal 50 percent to the Student
Union Activities Committee.
The SABB was created with the
ability to allocate any amount of
money to clubs, but the Senate and
House of Represe ntati ves must
approve fund ing.
Filiatraut's bill takes away the
SABB's power to allocate more
than $5000 to any one club. The
SABB can suggest that an organiza tion should receive more than
$5000, but all awards ove r $5000
would still have to be approved by
the House and the Senate. The
SABB chai rperson must prese nt
the rationale for allocating $5000
News

or more
currently the chairperson of the
According to SABB member SABB. The chairperson position
Kate Meacham , on ly four organi- would be changed to be fliled by
zations received more than $5000 the Student Union treasurer.
from the SABB this year, three of
Terms of the SABB would also
which were the club sports, be changed from March of one
hockey. crew and ski. The fourth year through March of the followclub was the Outing Club, which ingyean oa term beginning in the
had to purchase equipme nt be- fall semester and ending in May of
cause it is a new cl ub.
the spring semester.
The SABB allocated half of over
$103,000 to club sports this year. Cemetery
This year'sSABB would li ke to see
a change in the way that money is continued from page 1
allocated to club sports.
members of the Rig ht to Life
"There will be dissatisfaction group took a trip to Wash ington
in the SABB until another method DC on Jan. 21. They joined with
can be fo und for fund ing cl ub othe r Pro- Life activists from
sports," said Meacham. "Some- around the country to protest the
thing needs to be done so other landmark decisi on.
cl ubs and organizations besides
"We are also trying to bring a
club sports have a fair chance at speaker to campus to represent
the money."
both sides of the issues in order to
Accordi ng to a lette r by t he in volve the enti re communi ty, not
SABB,asolution needs to be found justt he JCU community. We still
to separate club sports from orgahave a lot of work to do as fa r as
nizations in allocating funds.
raisingfundsgo,though ," Wei mer
The bill would also change the added.
compositio n of the SABB. The
SA BB has eigh t mem bers, two
members appointed by the Ho use
of Representati ves, three people
appointed by the Senate, two facult y members and Lisa Heckma n
of the office of Studen t Activities.
The bill calls for three members
appointed by the house, three appoi nted by Senate , two fac ulty
members and an offic ial faculty
advisor. The fac ulty members of
theSABBwould be nonvoting. The
advisor to the SABB would be appoin ted by Dea n of Studen ts
Patrick Rombalski. Heckman is

The Carroll News)
the official student
newspaper ofThe
jesuit University
In Cleveland
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Students get cultured
JCU students study abroad.all over the world
mes visited by JCU students are England, Ireland, Spain and Italy
The average cost is
$8,000to$10,000 per semester In most cases
JCU fi nancial aid can be
applied to the tuitiOn
The cost mcludes housing as well. When staying in non-English
speaking countries, students tend to lea n towa rds homestays, or
stay1ng with a native
family, as means for
room and board
JCU junior Wendy
Metzen recently returned fro m the University of Vale ncia in Spain
JCU Juniors Katie Kinder and Wendy Metzen, center left and right,
after spending the fall
visit and make new friends in Valencia, Spain while studying abroad_
semester
there.
"Staying with a family
Ann Dolgan
standing.
was definitely the right decision
Staff Reporter
"Most students study abroad to for me. It was a great experience to
[magine sitting through a class, go out and learn more about cul- be submerged in the Spanish culand instead of gazing at the Sci- tures beyond the textbook," said ture and way of life," Metzen said.
ence Building, you can see the Sophie Kus-Patena, Coordinator
Othe r op tions are available
banks of the Seine River.
of Study Abroad and Director of though. john Carroll Universi ty
Studying abroad is the oppor- Academic Advising.
junior Katie Kinder att ended the
tunity for students to travel to anKus-Patena is very pleased that University College of Galway in
other country, take classes and teachers are encouraging study lreland this past semester. Shereearn college credit.
abroad as well. Several john Car- sided in a fla tjust outside her camStudy abroad programs are roll Universi ty professors offerone pus wit h another Amer ican stuopen to almost any john Car roll to two week programs abroad to dent and two Irish students
University student who can meet earn academiC credit.
"Li ving with two Irish house
[he eligibility requirements of a
Study abroad can accommo- mates opened my eyes to people of
2.5 grade point average and is of date any major that j ohn Carroll my eneration in Ireland. 1 ex sophomore, junior, or senior offers. The most common coun- rienced new music, fashion, and

in the end gained lifelong friends," ent light by participating m an
Kinder said
extra -curncu Jar act1v1t y
Kinder's school, an Irish um
Piotrowtcz tried out for the
versity. had 10.000 Irish under- men's rugby team, makmg h1m the
graduates, whereas most students only Amencan on the squad
study abroad In umversitie wnh
"More Amencans shou ld get
mostly Amencan classmaies
invohed tn extra -curncular acince John Carroll does not uvmcs whlle studying abroad,"
have thetr own program to study Pioirowicz said "You become a
abroad student have 10 go abroad part of the tr culture instead of
through ot her universi ties whtch looking at it through the eyes of a
offer programs. Metzen used a tourist"
program through the University
Piotrow1cz was also imerof Virgin ia.
ming led with other Brttish stu"I think it takes a certain type dents and teachers m the class
of personality to go abroad," room. "I feel th1s helped me to get
Metzen said "You rea\1 y need to the full expenencc from the mp,"
be outgoing and open to new Piotr wicz aid. "I was engaged in
things."
every aspect of their lifestyle •
Kus-Patena agreed, "Although
john Carroll also has three stuthe option to study abroad is open dents that ~reabroad fort he entire
to anybod y, more adve nt urous academic year Enn Keenan IS in
people tend [Q make the trip n
France, Nicolas Leon is staying m
Thechancetostudy in anoth er Ecuador, and M1chael Molloy is
country is life changing for stu- taking a year to explore japan.
de nts. JCU j unior Mary Howa rth
The fi rs t s tep towards study
is currently study ingatRichmond abroad is to at tend one of the biCollege in London. "It's been a hfe- weekly study abroad in fo rm along experience already and I've tional meenngs They take place
only been here for three weeks," every Monday and Tuesday from
said Howarth.
3 4pm.inroom32olth e AdminMore females are apt to going istration RUI1d tng
as wdl. This semester fourteen
Kus-Patena encourJges freshfemales from John Carroll are men to attend one of these meet abroa d, while just six males are ing to ge t a head start
studying elsewhere.
''I'd like wseea program uniq ue
Seni or Dan Piotrow icz at- to john Carroll srudents," Kustended the University of North Patena sa 1d "In 1he nearfurure we
London in the Fa\l ol \997 I k
ho ' l o o\ lu " >l u '' •"'" l\1
enjoyed his experience in a differ- our University"

Jump Start

Student Loan.
The best

Feb. 8, 1999 - 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
at the Recplex Intramural Gym
ALL STUDENTS ARE WELCOME!

choice.

Bring your resumes and
dress in business attire

How to Make the
Most of a job Fair
W hen: Thursday, Feb. 4, 1999
Where: Murphy Room 7-9 p.m.
Learn how to prepare for a job Fair

Team Captain.
Web Surfer.Math Tutor.

A student's life is full of difficult
decisions. Searching for the best student
loan doesn't have to be one of them.
That's because Star Bank has taken the
guesswork out of student loans with Jump
Start- It's the best Federal Stafford Loan for
Ohio students, and it comes with an
incredibly low rate, currently 5.96%.
For more information about Jump Start,
ask your school financial aid advisor for a
Star Bank Stafford Loan.
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Pope seeks higher moral vision
Richard Boudreaux and
Elizabeth Shogren

pope and returned immediately to Washington, where the Senate was squabbling
Los Angeles Times
over whether to call wHnesses in his imSTLOUIS- Pope john Paul !I brought peachment triaL
John Paul'sday began by taking off from
hts crusade agamst abortion and euthanaSia to the Amencan heartland Tuesday, tell- Mexico City amid thousands of glinting
ing an embattled President Clinton that lights - reflections of mirrors held up
thecountryfaces its own "time of trial" over across the city by admirers btdding him
goodbye. It cominued here as thousands of
Its treatment of the weak.
Landing here for a 30-hour stopover en viewers- far thinner than the crowds in
route home from Mexico, the pope gave the Mexico-lined his popemobile route, and
impeached president a moral lecture dif- 1t ended at a rally of 20,000 young Cathoferent from the one he's been hearing in lics who wept, squealed, jumped up and
Washington about extramarital sex and down and waved hankerchtefs.
The St. Louis visit, his 85th foreign trip
lying. The Roman Catholic leader likened
U.S. debates over rights of the unborn and and seventh to the US,followed a landmark
the dymg to the bitter legal battle over sla- message, delivered in Mexico City, calling
for a "new evangehzation" to bnng peace,
very before the Civil War.
"O nly a htgher moral vision can moti- economic justice and solidarity among
vate the choice for life," john Paul declared people of North and South America.
"After the collapse of the Soviet Union,
at an arnvalceremonyasCli nton. whosupthe United Stares remained alone," he told
ports abortion nghts, sat at his side.
Yet the two men, meeting for the fourth reporters traveling on his plane from Rome
orne m stx years,found plenty of ground in to Mexico on Friday "l do not know if this
a 20-minute private meeting that both sides is good or not, but that is the way 1t is."
With Clinton at his side Tuesday, the
described as relaxed and wide-rangmg.
Vaucanand White Houseatdessaid the sex pope said the United States faces a "test of
scandal that led to Clinton's impeachment national character" as it did in the landby the House -and ongoing trial in the mark Dred Scott case, which was tried in St.
Louis. Scott, a slave bought in 1833 by an
Senate- was not dtscussed.
Armysurgeonstationed
near St. Louis, sued
The warmth bet ween the Polish pope
and the president- a Baptist educated by for his freedom Living in a free state, he
Jesuas- was evident In a Nauonal Guard said, made him a free man
In 1857, the Supreme Court ruled, in
hangar at the airport, Clinton hovered over
his stooped, 78-yeJr-oldguest, took him by effect, that slaves were property and not
the hand and, chatting into his ear, gently citizens - a decision, the pope said, that
ushered hun along a receiving line of U.S. declared "an entire class of human bemgs,
people of African descent, outsiqe the
and Missoun dtgmtanes.
"Welcome back to America!" Clinton boundaries of the national community and
exclaimed, drawmg thunderous applause the Constitution's protection."
The United States' test today, he added,
from 2,500spectatorschosen from St.Louis'
Cathohc parishes.He quoted a Pol1sh phrase is a choice "between a culture that affirms,
that means "May you ltve a hundred years cherishes and celebrates the gift of ltfe,and
a culture that seeks to declare entire groups
and more."
"For 20 years you have lifted our spirits of hum an beings- the unborn , the termiill, the handicapped and others con1!-lill•il!iriio~~~JHI~~r~~~~· Clinton said. nally
, r
n
o
eop e
ne o e r your e a e, t
all are God's children .... That all the injus- boundanes of legal protection."
He suffers from Parkinson's disease,
tices of the past cannot excuse a stngle inlooked weak as he hunched over his text.
jusnce wday."
lr was Cltnwn's only public appearance 1-lts arm shook as he held the lectern, but
of the day. He flew here just to meet the his voice was firm, his tone somber.
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Witness victory may
be costly for GOP
Eric Planln
The Washington Post

WASHINGTON -After a flurry of high
pressure, closed door talks among Senate
GOP leaders and the House Republican
managers, Republicans appeared poised
Tuesday to keep the impeachment trial of
President Clinton going beyond this week
and to depose witnesses including Monica
S. Lewinsky
But even as Senate Majority LeaderTrem
Lott , R-Miss., and other Republicans savor
their tactical victory, the Republicans may
have inadvertentlycontributed to the realization of their worst fear: that Clinton, in
the end, will escape without any punishment at aiL
On one hand, the Senate is about to rna ke
it more difficult for the House GOP managers to make their case that Clinton deserves
to be removed from office by denying them
far ranging latitude to call witnesses.
But in closing ranks around a plan to
call only Lewinsky, presidential confidante
Vernon Jordan and White House adviser
Sidney Blumenthal, Republicans have also
put at risk the bipartisan comity that has
characterized the early stages of the trial
and, some senators said, com plica ted efforts to adopt a resolution censuring the
president for his conduct.
"We've been able to largely avoid partisan votes until now, but I'm skeptical," Senate Minority Leader Thomas A. Daschle, DSD.. told reporters Tuesday."[ think on the
vote on dismissal and on the vote on witnesses,itsoundsas if the lines may be drawn.
I hope that is not the case, but it may be."
But Republicans see their approach as a
workable compromise that would keep
their party intact, while assuring that both
na
n
hit Ho s
have a reasonable opportunity to flesh out
thetr cases and resolve contradictions in
grand jury testimony with live witnesses.
Reflecting the views of many Republ icans, Senate judiciary Commit tee Chair-

man Orrtn G. Hatch, R-Utah, declared th at
1f the House prosecutors were willing to
narrow their witness list, "We ought to bend
over backwards to give them what they
want."
"All we're gomg to decide (today) is will
be depose witnesses, and after that the Senate willdectde whether to hear them live or
JUSt take videotape," said Sen. Mike De Wine,
R-Ohio. "I see no reason it can't be done by
this weekend "
From the beginning of the three week
trial, the question of whether to call witnesses or to rely on the voluminous House
im peachrnent record and grand jury testimony as the Democrats favor has threatened to split the Senate along partisan lines.
Nearly three weeksago,senatorsessentiall y
agreed to postpone tha t decision as a way of
getting the trial launched on a bipartisan
basis, but the moment of truth has now
arrived with Wednesday 's scheduled vote
on whether to depose witnesses.
The vote was still too close to call, and
senators were still speaking Tuesday night
of some kind of compromise to keep bipartisanship going
Short of an agreement, however, senators on both sides of the aisle predicted that
several days of hard work by Lott and his
allies appear to have solidified GOP sentiment tha t the managers should be allowed
to call some witnesses to flesh out their
perjury and obstruction of justice charges
during the trial.
A spokesman for Lott said Tuesday that
"there are enough open minds right now" to
assure Senate approval of the House managers' request for three witnesses as well as
their suggestion that the Senate invite
Clinton to submit to a deposition_ Daschle,
h Dernocra i eacler,
die d hll h -··-""""-...._..,-~
witnesses would be approved along
virutally a party line vote.
Lett has had to work hard to keep his
caucus united. Several Republicans voiced
some opposition to calling witnesses.
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Sam Raimi's 'Plan' is simply ingenious
Michael O'Sullivan
The Washington Post

The best laid schemes o'
mice an' men
Gang aft a-gley.
--Robert Burns, "To a
Mouse"
Burns understood something about life . So did John
Stembeck , who stole the Scottish poet's l ine about rodents
for the title of his own 20thcentury tragedy, "Of Mice and
Men": Though the plan be
simple, the way it plays out is
usually anything but.
Based on the book by Scott
B. Smith," A Simple Plan" is that
rares t of beasts: a thriller with
not just a brain but a heart, and
a complex, contradictory one
at that. With elegant, clockwork construction, Smith has
transplanted his novel of greed,
betrayal and getting what you
deserve to the screen, where it
is told by director Sam Raimi
with a spareness befitting the
whiteness of its snowed-in setting.
The tale is set in motion one
New Year's Eve when three guys
in a pickup stumble on a small,
downed plane, lying broken in
the woods and buried in snow.
After closer investigation,
brothers Hank and Jacob
Mitchell (Bill Paxton and Billy
Bob Thornton), along with pal
Lou (B rent Briscoe), discover
one dead occupant and a duffel
bag containing $4.4 million.
"It's the American dream in
a goddamn gym bag," mutters
Lou in an all-too-accurate summation of the windfall.
Lou, fat, unemployed and al-

coholic, and Jacob, just as jobless as we[ I as what folks used
to call "slow," are of a mind to
take the money and run . Hank,
on the other hand, is the cautious corner of the triangle.
Married to expectant mom Sarah (Bridget Fonda), the responsible accountant and father-ro-be urges hts companions to entrust the money to
him for safekeeping. WaH unnl
the authorities find the plane ,
he explains, and if no one mentions the loot, the three can
safe! y assume it was ill-gotten
gains. Who's going to cry about
a dead drug dealer and his missing money bag anyway?
Jacob and Lou don't like it,
but Hank tells the dissenters
that they either agree to his
plan or he'll turn the money in
now. AII they have to do is keep
their mouths shut until the
spring thaw.
Easier said than done.
The first thread to unravel,
irontcally, is Hank himself,
who can't refrain from blurting the news to Sarah. In what
is the film's only unconvincing transformation, Sarah
evolves from sensible initial reI uctance to gradual acceptance
to machinations of Lady
Macbethian proportions. lt
may be somewhat implausible,
but
Fonda makes her
character's bizarre about-face
com pu lsi vely watchable, as she
sheds her veneer of middleclass complacency and happy
marriage to reveal a p ol of fe tering resentment.
Other loose fibers start to
pull from the plan's fabric with
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" Rush Hour,'' starring Jackie Chan and Chris Tucker
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appalling consequences as an
outsider accidentally gets too
close to the secret and the financially strapped Loudeetdes
he cannot watt a few months
for ht share. Here IS where the
him really hits its stride, as the
constellation of cl utchers enters the territory of shifting
allegiance and treachery.
The linchptn of the narrative is Jacob, torn between loyalty to his brother and to his
best friend, Lou With long ,
unkempt hair sticking out of
his ever-present kni t cap, and
the nosepiece of his unfashionable glasses held together with
duct ta pe,Jacob may be a geeky
d1m w1t, but he acts as the mora 1
force at the center of" A Stm pie
Plan ," a movie whose baroque
structure grows more convoluted even as the plan disintegrates. As he did in "Sling
Blade," Thornton turns a potentially mannered caricature
into a richly nuanced and ultimately poignant performance.
Alternating between wide
shots that poetically utilize the
emptiness of the frozen Midwest and claustrophobic closeups of his players' emotionally
ravaged faces, Rairni gets the
most out of a deceptively elementa 1 plot. What he gets is
the power of psychological
truth over flashy effects and
the importance of such oldfashioned notions as right and
wrong not to mention the occasional difficulty of telling
th t o apa L
With its emphasis on hard
choices, uneasy moral compromises and bad ends, ·or Mice

pholocounay ol Allitd Adw:rnung

In "A Simple Plan" (from left to right), Billy Bob Thornton stars as
Jacob Mitchell, Bridget Fonda as Sarah Mitchell and Bill Paxton as
Hank Mitchell.

and Men" isn 't this parable's
only antecedent. "A Simple
Plan" also calls to mind john
Huston's great "The Treasure of

1948jilm sh imm ers with another, equally volarile kind of
love the dark and often-destructive bond between broth-

the Sierra Madre" "Simple" and

... r~

"Treasure" both caution that the
love of money is the root of all
evil, but Rairni's appreciative
but not slavish homage to the

ut es) contains bnef n ~<dtty, profanity, mu rdtr. a dtad body and

'A tmplt Plan'(R.123 mtnshooting

..She•s All That .. another
high school film failure
Aaron Baker

difficulty, Siler says that he
could takeanygirl in the school
"She's All That" is yet an- and turn her into the prom
other high school film that tries queen. His friends pick the
so hard to accurately P9rtray school freak, Laney Boggs
just what life at this age is like. (Rachael Leigh Cook), and the
However, no matter how much game is on.
these films try ("Varsity Blues,"
A major problem with this
"Can't Hardly Wait"), they just movie is that the plot is overly
can't seem to make anybody pred tctable right from the start.
feel right at horne in their teen- Many people are going into this
age misery.
movie already knowing almost
Zack Siler (Freddie Prinze, every plot twist and turn due
Jr.) is the class president at this to overzealous trailers that give
Los Angeles high school. He is away too much of the story. In
hailed as a god to all other stu- other words, if you're thinking
dents, and already drives a ve- that there's more to the story
hicle that many of us will never than is shown in the previews,
be able to afford.
there really isn't.
1really don't remember anyThe similarities in the plot
body like this at my high to Stephen King's "Carrie" are
school. Sure , there were the rich amazing. I kept waiting for the
students, but they didn't drive prom queen voting to be rigged
vehicles that had "Mr. Prez" per- and for a bucket of pig's blood
sonalized on thetr license tocomeflying fro m the rafters.
plates.
Prinze doesn't play Siler as
Siler is ready to graduate, he should be. Siler is supposed
and move on with his life, but to be this cocky character that
first comes becoming prom enters into a devious plot. At
king and queen with his girl- the stan of the film, at least,
friend, Taylor Vaughan (Jodi he's supposed to be the bad guy.
Lyn O'Keefe). His only problem His character doesn 't change
is that Taylor decides to dump throughout the film_ He really
him for a star of "The Real doesn't sell the cocky, bad guy
World," Brock Hudson (Mat- image very welL
t hew Li liard)
Rachael Cook does the best
Whtle conversmg with hts that she could wnh the lacking
cocky friends over this current character of Laney Boggs. Even
Entertainment Editor

though she's the most complex
character in the film, there's
still no substance. Cook seems
as if she has a future in acting
in the teeny-bop genre, but her
career probably won't go any
further than that.
Matthew L1llard has been
stuck in teeny-bop hell his entire career, but he comes across
well on the screen as Hudson.
He's appeared in other films,
such as "Hackers" and "Scream."
Kevm Pollak is recognizable
as Laney's pool cleaning father,
Wayne. Pollak must have really
been short on work.
For some reason, during the
prom, there's a he a vi l y-choreographed dance rouune that
doesn't fit into the plot in any
way. There's real! y no reason for
why it was there, other than to
add length to the film.
'She's All That' could not
have possibly had more of an
over-used slang title. Is this really all they could come up
wtth? 'She' might be 'All That'
but the film definitely isn't.
Director Robert lscove just
couldn't do anythmg with this
screenplay, and the entire package comes across as completely
flat on the screen.
'She's All Thal,' (PG-13, 100
minutes) contains sexual references, and profanity
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Pope seeks higher moral vision
Richard Boudreaux and
Elizabeth Shogren
Los Angeles Times

STLOUIS- Pope john Paull! brought
his crusade agamst abortion and euthanasia tot he Amencan heanland Tuesday, telling an embattled Pres1dent Chnton that
the country faces its own "time of trial" over
as treatment of the weak
Landing here for a 30-hour stopover en
route home from Mex1co, the pope gave the
impeached president a moral lecture different from the one he's been hearing in
Washington about extramarital sex and
lying The Roman Catholic leader likened
U.S debates over rights of the unborn and
the dymg to the bitter legal battle over slavery before the Civil War.
"Only a higher moral vision can motivate the choice for life," John Paul declared
a tan am val ceremony as Clinton, who suppons abortion rights, sat at h1s side.
Yet the two men, meeting for the fourth
ume m SIX years, found plenty of ground in
a 20-m mute private meeting that both sides
described as relaxed and wide-ranging.
Vaucan and White House aides said the sex
scandal that led roClmton's impeachment
by the House- and ongomg tria l in the
Senate- was not d1scussed
The warmth between the Polish pope
and the pres1dent -a Baptist educated by
Jesuns- was evident. In a National Guard
hangar a1 !he airpon, Clinton hovered over
his stooped, 78-year-old guest, rook htm by
1he hand and, chatung into his ear, gently
ushered hun along a rece1ving line of U.S.
and Missouri dignitaries
"Welcome back to America!" Clinton
exclaimed, drawing thunderous applause
from 2,500spectatorschosen from St.Louis'
Catholic panshes. He quoted a Polish phrase
that means: "May you l1ve a hundred years
and more."
"For 20 years you have lifted our spirits

~liillfii!ii...,.~~~~~~r~~~st";, Cll!~lon said.
eor e
ne o eary urm s ge, t at
all are God's chtldren . That all the mjusttces of the past cannot excuse a smgle injusuce today"
II was Chnton'sonly public appearance
o( the day He rlew here just to meet the
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Witness victory may
be costly for GOP

pope and returned 1mmed~ately to Washington, where the Senate was squabbling
over whether to call wunesses in h1s impeachment tnal.
John Paul's day began by takmgoff from
Mexico City amid thousands of glinting Eric Planln
ltghts - reflections of mirrors held up The Washington Post
across the city by admirers btdding him
WASHINGTON -After a flurry of high
goodbye. It continued here as thousands of pressure, closed door talks among Senate
viewers- far thinner than the crowds in GOP leaders and the House Republican
Mexico -lined his popemobtle route, and managers, Republicans appeared poised
it ended at a rally of 20,000 young Catho- Tuesday to keep the impeachment trial of
lics who wept, squealed, jumped up and President Clinton going beyond this week
down and waved hankerc h1efs.
and to depose witnesses including Monica
The St. Louis visit, his 85th foreign trip S. Lewinsky.
and seventh to the US, followed a landmark
But even as Senate MaJOrity Leader Trent
message, delivered in Mex1co City, calling Lott, R-Miss., and other Republicans savor
for a "new evangelization" to bnng peace, the 1r tactical victory, the Republicans may
economic justice and solidarity among have inadvertentlycontnbuted to the realpeople of North and South America
tzation of their worst fear: that Clinton, in
"Af ter the collapse of the Soviet Union, the end, will escape without any punishthe United States remained alone," he told mental all.
reporters travelmgon h1s plane from Rome
On one hand, the Senate is about to make
to Mexico on Friday "I do not know if this it more difficult fort he J-louse GOP managis good or not, but that is the way it is."
ers to make their case thatCiintondeserves
With Clinton at hrs side Tuesday, the to be removed from office by denying them
pope said the United States faces a "test of far ranging latitude tO call witnesses.
national character" as it did in the landBut in closing ranks arou nd a plan to
mark DredScottcase, which was tried in St. call only Lewinsky, presidentialconfidante
Louis. Scott, a slave bought in 1833 by an Vernon jordan and White House adviser
Armysurgeonstationed near St. Louis, sued Sidney Blumenthal, Repub!tcans have also
for his freedom : L1ving in a free state, he put at risk the bipartisan comity that has
said, made him a free man
characterized the early stages of the trial
In 1857, the Supreme Court ruled, in and, some senators said, complicated efeffec t, that slaves were property and not forts to adopt a resolution censuring the
citizens - a decision, the pope said, that president for his conduct.
declared "an entire class of human beings,
"We've been able to largely avoid partipeople of Afncan descent, outsi4e the san votes until now, but l'm skeptical," Senboundaries of the national community and ate Minority Leader Thom as A. Daschle,D.the Constitution's protection."
S.D., told reporters Tuesday."! think on the
The United States' test today, he added, vote on dismissal and on the vote on witis a choice "between a culture that affirms, nesses, it sounds as if the lines may be drawn.
cherishes and celebrates the gif tof 1ife, and l hope that is not the case, but it may be."
a culture that seeks todeclareen tire groups
But Republi ca ns see their approach as a
of human beings- the unborn, the termi- workable com promise that would keep
nally ill, the handicapped and others con- their parry intact, while assuring that both
I
n
u
m n
n
hi t ou
boundaries of legal protection."
have a reasonable opportunity to flesh out
He suffers from Parktnson's disease, their cases and resolve contradictions in
looked weak as he hunched over his text. grand jury testimony with live witnesses
J-lis arm shook as he held the lectern, but
Reflecting the views of many Republihis volCe was firm, his tone somber.
cans, Senate Judiciary Committee Chair-

man Orrin G. Hatch, R-Utah, declared that
if the House prosecutors were willing to
narrow their witness list, "We ought to bend
over backwards to give them what they
want."
"All we're gomg to decide (today) is wi 11
be depose witnesses, and afterthat the Senate will decide whether to hear them live or
just take videotape," sa1d Sen. Mike De Wine ,
R-Ohio. "l see no reason it can't be done by
this weekend "
From the beginning of th e three week
tria l, the question of whether to call witnesses or to rely on the voluminous House
impeachment record and grand jury testimony as the Democrats favor has threa tened to split the Senate along partisan lines.
early th ree weeksago,senators essentially
agreed to postpone that decis ion as a way of
getting the trial launched on a bipartisa n
basis, but the moment of truth has now
ar ri ved with Wednesday's scheduled vote
on whether to depose witnesses.
The vote was slill too close to ca ll, and
senators were still speaking Tuesday night
of some kind of compromise to keep bipartisanship going.
Short of an agreement, however, senators on both sides of the aisle predicted that
several days of hard work by Lott and his
allies appear to have solidified GOP sentiment that the managers should be allowed
to call some witnesses to flesh out their
perjury and obstruction of justice charges
during the trial.
A spokesman for Lott said Tuesday that
"the re are enough open minds right now" to
assure Senate approval of the House ma nagers' request for three witnesses as well as
their suggestlon that t he Senate invi te
Clinton to submit to a deposition. Daschle,
dieted rtm h
Democrati e'ad ,
witnesses would be approved along
virutally a party line vote.
Lott has had to work hard to keep his
caucus united. Several Republicans voiced
some opposition to calling witnesses.
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Sam Raimi's 'Plan' is simply ingenious
Michael O'Sullivan
The WashJngt on Po st

The best laid schemes o'
mice an' men
Gang aft a-gley.
--Robert Burns, "To a
Mouse·
Burns understood something about l1fe. So did John
Steinbeck , who stole the Scotush poet's line about rodents
for the title of h1s own 20thcentury tragedy, "Of Mice and
Men": Though the plan be
simple, t he way it plays out is
usually anything but .
Based on the book by Scott
B. Smith," A Sim pie Plan " is that
ra rest of beasts: a thriller with
notjusta brain but a heart, and
a complex , contradictory one
at t h a t. With elegant, clockwork construction, Smith has
transplanted his novel of greed,
betrayal and getting what you
deserve to the screen, where it
is told by director Sam Raimi
with a spareness befitt ing the
whiteness of its snowed-in setting.
The tale is set in motion one
New Year's Eve when three guys
in a pickup stumble on a small,
downed plane, lying broken in
the woods and buried in snow.
After closer investigation,
brothers Hank and Jacob
Mitchell (Bill Paxton and Billy
Bob Thornton), along w ith pal
Lou (Brent Briscoe), discover
one dead occupant and a duffel
bag containing $4.4 million.
"It 's the American dream in
a goddamn gym bag," mutters
Lou in an all-too-accurate summat ion of the windfall .
Lou, fat, unemployed and a)-

coholic, and Jacob, just as jobless as well as what folks used
to call "slow," are of a mind to
take the money and run. Hank,
on the other hand, is the cautious corner of the triangle.
Married to expectant mom Sarah (Bridget Fonda), the responsible accountant and father-to-be urges hts compan Ions to entrust the money to
him fo r safekeepmg Wait until
the authorities find the plane,
he explains, and if no one mentions the loot, the three can
safely assume it was ill-gotten
gains. Who'sgo ingtocryabout
a dead drug dealer and his missing money bag anyway?
Jacob and Lou don't like it ,
but Hank tells the dissenters
that they either agree to his
plan or he'll turn the money in
now. All they have to do is keep
their mouths shut until the
spring thaw.
Easier said than done.
The first thread to unravel,
ironically, is Hank himself,
who can't refrain from blurting the news to Sarah. In what
is the film's only unconvincing transformation, Sarah
evolves from sensible initial reluctance to gradual acceptance
to machinations of Lady
Macbethian proportions. It
may be so mew hat im pia usi ble,
but
Fonda
makes
her
character 's bizarre about-face
com pulsi vel y watch able, as she
sheds her veneer of middleclass complacency and happy
marriagetoreveala p olo
tering resentment.
Other loose fibers start to
pull from the plan's fabric with
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"Rush Hour," starring Jackie Chan and Chris Tucker
"Cube"
"Kurt and Courtney"
"Color of Justice"
''Whatever"

-

"Big Dave and the Ultrasonics," Big Dave and the
Ultrasonics
"Kingsize," Boo Radleys
"Restyled," Club 69
"001," Dovetail Joint
"100% Columbian," Fun Lovin' Criminals
"Skyline," Bobby Hutcherson
"II," Colin James and the Little Big Band
"Heroes," J.J. Johnson
''Wholly Earth," Abbey Lincoln
''Through the Years: A Retrospective," Kenny
Rogers
"Sylvia Hotel," Cheryl Wheeler

appalling consequences as an
outsider accidentally gets too
close to the secret and the financially strapped Lou decides
he cannot wait a few months
for hts share. Here ts where the
film really hitsitsstride,ast he
constellatiOn of clutchers enters the territory of shtfting
allegiance and treachery
The linchpin of the narrative is Jacob, torn be tween loyalty to his brother and to his
best friend, Lou. With long,
unkempt hatr sticking out of
his ever-present knit cap, and
the nosepiece of his unfashionable glasses held together with
duct tape,Jacob may be a geeky
dim wit, but he acts as the moral
force at thecenterof"A Simple
Plan," a movie whose baroque
structure grows more convoluted even as the plan disintegrates . As he did in "Sling
Blade," Thornton turns a potentially mannered caricature
into a richly nuanced and ultimately poignant performance.
Alternating bet ween wide
shots that poetically utilize the
emptiness of the frozen Midwest and claustrophobic closeups of his players' emotionally
ravaged faces, Raimi gets the
most out of a deceptively el- In "A Simple Plan" (from left to right), Billy Bob Thornton stars as
emental plot. What he gets is Jacob Mitchell, Bridget Fonda as Sarah Mitchell and Bill Paxton as
the power of psychological Hank Mitchell.
truth over flashy effects and
the importance of such old- and Men " isn 't this parable's 1948 ilm shimmers with anfashioned notions as right and only antecedent. "A Simple other, equally volatile kind of
Plan" also calls to mind John love the dark and often-dewrong not to mention the ocHuston
's great "The Treasure of structive bond between broth
caswnal difficulty of tellin g
the Sierra Madre ""Simple" and er~
th t o ap
'A rmplt Plan'(R ,l23 mtnWith its emphasis on hard "Treasure" both caution that the
utes)
contm r1s b rr ef n ud 1ty, pmlove
of
money
is
the
root
of
all
choices, uneasy mora I comprofanlty, murder, a dead body and
evil,
but
Raimi's
appreciative
mises and bad ends, "Of Mice
but not slavish homage to the shooting.

..She•s All That.. another
high school film failure
Aaron Baker
Entertainment Editor

"She's All That" is yet another high school film that tries
so hard to accurate! y portray
just what life at this age is like .
However, no matter how much
these films try ("Varsity Blues ,"
'Can 't Hardly Wait"), they just
can't seem to make anybody
feel right at home in their teenage misery.
Zack Siler (Freddie Prinze,
Jr.) is the class president at this
Los Angeles high school. He is
hailed as a god to all other students, and already drives avehicle that many of us will never
be able to afford.
l really don't remember anybody like this a t my high
school. Sure, there were t he rich
students , but they didn't drive
vehicles that had "Mr. Prez" personalized on their license
plates.
Siler is ready to graduate ,
and move on wtth hts life, but
first comes becoming prom
king and queen with his girlfriend, Taylor Vaughan Qodi
Lyn O'Keefe). His only problem
is that Taylor decides to dump
him for a star of "The Real
World," Brock Hudson (Matthew Lillard)
While conversing with his
cocky friends over this current

difficulty, Siler says that he
could take any girl in the school
and turn her into the prom
queen. His friends pick the
school freak, Laney Boggs
(Rachael Leigh Cook), and the
game is on.
A major problem with th is
movie is that the plot is overly
pred 1ctable right from the start.
Many people are going into this
movie already knowing almost
every plot twist and turn due
to overzealous trailers that give
away too much of the story. In
other words, if you 're thinking
that there's more to the story
than is shown in the previews ,
there really isn't.
The similarities in the plot
to Stephen King's "Carrie" are
amazing. I kept waiting for the
prom queen voting to be rigged
and for a bucket of pig's blood
to come flying from the rafters.
Prinze doesn't play Siler as
he should be. Siler is supposed
to be this cocky character that
enters into a devious plot. At
the start of the film, at least ,
he's supposed to be the bad guy.
His character doesn 't change
throughout the film . He really
doesn't sell the cocky, bad guy
image very well.
Rachael Cook does the best
that she could with the lacking
character of Laney Boggs. Even

though she's the most complex
character in the film, there 's
still no substance Cook seems
as if she has a future in actmg
in the teeny-bop genre, but her
career probably won't go any
further than that .
Matthew Lillard has been
stuck in teeny-bop hell his entire career, but he comes across
wel l on the screen as Hudson.
He 's appeared in other films,
such as "Hackers· and "Scream."
Kevin Pollak is recognizable
as Laney's pool cleaning father,
Wayne . Pollak must have really
been short on work.
For some reason , during the
prom, there's a heavily-choreo graphed dance rou tine that
doesn't fit into the plot in any
way. There's really no reason for
why it was there , other than lO
add length to the film.
'She's All That' could not
have possibly had more of an
over-used slang title. ls this really all they could come up
with? 'She' might be 'All That'
but the film definitely isn't.
Director Robert lscove just
couldn't do anythmg with thts
screenplay, and the entire package comes across as completely
flat on the screen.
'Site"s All That,' (PG-13, 100

minutes) contains sexua I references, and profamty.
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A change would do it good
Some insightful tips for the revamping of the cafeteria and Inn Between
of on d1shes R1bs and beans are
Lisa Foster
on the menu, not veggie burgers
Carrie Mack
Recent efforts have been made and salad
10 redecorate the Inn Between and
the cafeteria from green plasuc
OcTOBER
tablecloths to framed artwork
Gothic Theme. Stock up on
above the newly upholstered
booths. But, there su\1 seems to be black eyeliner, vmyl, pleather,lace
a lack of that special somethmg and faux fur. Dogcollarsandcapes
that college students need to are optional No overhead lightbrighten their dreary days As a mg will be available, the only
serv1ce to John Carroll students, source of ltgh t will be from
faculty and staff, \l.'e have used our candles. If in need of advice or a
creative gem us and spent pains- source for goth apparel and accestakmg hours researchmg in tenor sories, Hot Topic in Great Lakes
decorating to come up with the Mall is a terrific resource
followmg plan for the complete
renovanonof the Inn Between and
NovEMBEit
cafeteria:
Elvis Theme. Focus will be on
the young, suave Elvis, but white
jumpsuits areal so acceptable. PeaS EPTEMBER
Cowboy Theme. Leave your nu t butter and banana sandhorses and holsters outside . wiches wlll be the staple food
Carroll students would be required while mutton chops will be a Frito sport spurs, chaps and ten gal- day night special. Opryland spelon hats. The enme eanng area cial acts will be performing in the
would be turned into a corral Wolf-n-Pot which will be rewhere cafeteria workers had the named the Hunka Hunka Burmn'
final say as to whether or not you Love Lounge.
could leave and where your meals
would be served in troughs insread

greasy hair Female Carroll students wlll have to wear swearers
Beastie Boys meets Saved By with a big"_,£ "and carry around
the Bell Theme. Because M1ke D Boo Boo Kitty. "And we'll do it our
of the Beastie Boys and Screech way, yes our way, make all our
(Dustin Diamond) from Saved By dreams come true, for me and
the Bell are brothers, It seems ap- you .. "
propnate to combine their two
areas of expertise. The cafeteria
fEBRUARY
itself will be in the form of the
Hippie Theme. The menu wi 11
Max while hip hop clothing and
Adidasattirearerequired. The res consist of not much more than soy
taurant style of the Max will ne- milk, hummus and tofu. Peace
cessitate domg away wnh meal braids, Bnkenstocks, parchou li oil
plans and require the use of cash and tyedyearedresscoderequireand leaving tips for the waiters ments. Good luck finding a place
who magically pull flowers out of ropark your VW van Without gettheir sleeves for the preppy boy- ring it towed away. The cafeteria
friend and his cheerieader girl- will no longer worry about quality food, just peace, love and hapfriend
piness.

DECEMBER

case of tora l global destruction.
SenatorJohn Glenn will also speak
on the advantages of space travel
when you're past your prime.

A PRIL
Arnold's (Happy Days) Theme
On the menu for thi s month are
chilidogsand rootbeerfloats. Letter sweaters and poodle skirts are
required while pocket combs are
optiona !.Juke boxes with 45s will
complete the decor. Free advice
from Ralph Mal ph in the Wolf-nPor,and freeadvicef rom The Fonz
in the men's restroom will beavailable.

A

JANUARY

MARCH
Laverne and Shirley Theme.
NASA Theme. Sliding doors
The cafete ria w1l1 be a pizza
parlour while the Inn Between will and top secret food projects will
be turned into a bowlingalleywirh characterize this cafet eria theme.
free beer from the Schlotz Brew- Orange astronaut suits and moon
ery with every bowling game boors are required attire. Special
bought Male Carroll students will guests Bruce Willis and Ben
be required ro dress as Lenny or Affleck will appear in the WolfSquiggy with leather jackets and n-Por rogive talks on what rodo in

fiNAL T HOUGHT

If heeded, these words of wisdom could prove ro be quite advantageous to theJohn Carroll student body, faculty and staff. Seeing as most John Carroll st udents
dress alike and act alike already,
co nfo rming to cafeter ia theme
ideas for the school year shouldn't
prove too difficult a task

What's written in the stars for you this week?
(March 2I to April 19): Those
you meet casually can open doors
for you career-wise. Your determinanon to make the most of your
naiUral ab1lities 1s admired Follow through on hunches.

Taurus
(Apn l 20 to May 20): A friend
seeks you out to share a parttcularly tttil aong confidence. Th1s
person knows you can be tr iustcd
1mphwly Partnership interests
have you happily occup1ed this
weekend.

Gemini
(May 21 to June 20) The financial developments that occur be-

hmd the scenes are to your ultimate beneftt . ou feelleft our, ut
you don't have to be pnvy to everything. Over the weekend, your
creativity is highlighted.

(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22): You're at
cross purposes with a family
member who just refuses to meet
you halfway. Ratherrhangoingat
this head-on, try a different tactic.
Cleverness
wins the day eventu(June 21 to July 22) Shopping
ally.
is nor favored as your finances need
some reorganizmg. Your usually
good judgment is off the mark The
weekend favors cultural interests
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22): It's a good
and pursuits.
week to reorganize and get rid of
any clutter in your closets. Out
with the old and in with new is a
() ul y 23 to Aug 22) You're apt good idea. However, watch your
to drive yourself batty looking for wallet
something you lost early in the
week. This is just a waste of time.
This object soon resurfaces of irs
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21): What you
own volition.
think is a snap to do actually

Cancer

Libra

Leo

Scorpio

OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS
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proves t~ be your undoing. It's best
to call in an expert to complete
this project. Later in the week, it's
rime to get out and have fun.

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21): You spend
some time burning the midnight
oil to complete work tasks. You
can save yourself some steps by
implementing new procedures.
Your accomplishments give you
satisfaction_

Capricorn
(December 22 to January I9):
This is the week to get niggling
littleerrandsoutof the way and to
spend some time visit ing with
friends. Partnership interests are

favored, as well asan y activities of
a group nature.

Aquarius
(Ja n. 20 to Feb.l8): If traveling,
check to be sure you have all your
belongings. You are inclined to
lose things this week. Mixed messages come from a contact at a distance over the weekend.

Pisces
(Feb. 19 to March 20): You receiveconflicting advice on a business matter and you could be misled as a result of this conflict.
Sports and leisure act!Vi ties are
favored; get out and enjoy the
weekend.

The Features sectiott is
looldttg for realiable writers
for the Sprittg setMester.
Writittg for a uttiversity
publicaliott looks good ott your
resutMeattd ttewspaper clips are
a great additiott to your
portfolio.
Call Usa or
Carrie at x1711
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Men keep moving up in OAC
Bob McCarthy
Assistant Sports Editor
The John Carroll University
men's basketball team took a major step towards achieving its goal
of repeatingasOh1o Athletic Conference champion after winning
threeOACconrests this past week
With victortes on the road at
Muski ngum and Heidel berg and a
home victory over Mount Union ,
the Blue Streaks now stand tied
for second place in theOACw ith a
7-3 mark, 12-4 overalL Otterbein
1s also in seco nd place, trailing
Ohio Northern by a sjngle game.
"Winning three OAC games in
one week 1sa big accomplishment,
but we feel that we can win every
game," junior center Rico Pietro
sa id of his team's recent success in
conference action. "We have major momentum on our side right
now, and anytime you can goon a
roll like this , it helps prepare the
ream for the post-season."
The Blue Streaks relied heavily
on one aspect of the1r game that
had previously been a question
mark in a 66-64 victory over
Muskingum on Saturday After
fighting back from tend ow n with
under seven minutes to play,JCU
connected on six straight free
throw attempts to close out the
Muskies.
Seniors Dan Coxon and Mark
Heidorf were each perfect from
the char ity stripe, and as a rea m
Carroll hi ron 12om of 14attempts.
"The coaches were very pleased
with rheout pur from the foul line,
and we have been working on that
in practice," said Michael Hill.
"Anytime you can see improvement in a game for something you
worked on in practice,it gives both
coaches and players a good feeling, and bui lds confidence."
Heidorf and sophomore Luke
Daurovic led the wa)" for the Blue
Streaks with 16 points apiece, a
career-high for Dautovic.
Junior Joe Burdon poured in 14
points off of the bench in less than
ten minutes of action, including a
key basket with just over twominutes to play that gave the Blue

Streaks the lead for good
'joe really stepped uphisgame
when we needed h1m, and he h1ta
bigrhree-pointerwith about seven
minutes rharchanged the momentum to our favor," H11l said
The Blue Streaks used a second-half rally and momentum
swing to knock off Mount Union
last Wednesday After a back -andforth first hal f, Carroll went on a
33-16 run just five minutes into
the second stanza to assume control of the ballgame and finish off
the Purple Raiders by a final score
of 77-60.
"Mark made a big steal and layup followed by a three-pointer by
Dan [Coxon) and that five-point
swing changed the remainder of
the game," Pietro said.
The Raiders entered the game
without three of their starters because of injuries, and were forced
to start three freshmen, and in the
endJCU's experience prevailed.
"We were able to expose their
Inexperie nce as the game wore on,
and we just pulled away," Hill sa1d.
The first victory of the week
came last Monday at Heidelberg,
in a game that was origi nally
scheduled for january 13th.
Heidorf scored 21 points and
grabbed 12 rebounds to key the
84-66 victory over the 'Berg.
Larry Holmes hasconrin ued to
improve his game, since being inpho<o by JCU ~ 0
serted in the starting line-up after
the fourth game of the season. Senior forward Mark Heidorf scrambles for a loose ball against
Holmes has increased his scoring Mount Union, in a 77-60 victory. Heidorfis currently second in the
average to lO points per outing, to OAC with a 20.5 scoring average. Look for a feature story on
go along with his six rebounds. Heidorf in next week's issue.
His athletic style has been a welcome sur prise for a line-up tha t ence play yesterday against the
Hiram Terriers. With a showdown
lacks big-time athletes.
"Larry is a great athlete, and this Saturday af ternoon against
right now we area ream more so of cross~rown rival Baldwin-Wallace
players than athle tes, so his en- looming on the horizon, some felt
ergyhelpsand it is infectious," Hill it tough ro remain focused on
Hiram.
said.
"It's hard not to look ahead to
"We have grown together as a
Next game: Sarurdayvs.
team and as a result have become the BW game,' Pierro said. "We
Baldwin-Wallace
more comfortable playing to- feel that we are capable of winSite,
time: Shula Center, 3:00
gether, and our level of play has ning every game, but we need to
Key
factJCU
defeated BW in
keep
our
heads
in
it,
and
take
it
reflected that."
its first OAC game of the year,
The Blue Streaks kicked off a one game at a rime for the rest of
84-66, in Berea on Dec. 5.
rwo-game homestand in confer- the season."

men's hoops

Women sweep weekend
Mark Boleky
serverocompletetheswimmers'portionfrom
Sports Editor
a week earlier with a win or Carroll, 133-103.
Both the John Carroll University men's and
"Weloveourdivers. Irs good to knowrhose
women's swimming teams saw the value of [po ints] are there," Murphy said .
team depth this weekend,which featured three
Oberlin provided the biggest threat tojCU,
meets on consecutive days.
as the Yeomen built a 27-9lead to stan. The
How it affected each team, however, was Bl ue Streaks won four of the nexrfive events,
vastly different.
bu t again fo und themselves down by ten
The women's squad barely flinched at the points with four races left Then the team of
increased work, wi nnmg all three meers and Murphy, sophomore Carrie Scherger, junior
comple ting a win on another. The men were Kristin Shaneyfelt and freshman Rita
nor able to pick up a victory, and are hoping Gonzales won the 200 Free Relay to secure
their fortunes turn around with the Oh1o Arh- the Six-point win.
letic Conference Championships two weeks
Sc hergercontinued todisplaythebrillance
away "We were tired, but we still swam strong," she has showed in her short but stellar ca reer.
junior Shannon Murphy said. "Luckily,we were In the three swimming meets, she won eight
able toswimsomeoff events Saturday to give us races in six different events.
a break."
The men lost to Buffalo State, Oberlin and
Murphy won the 200 Free and 100 Fly Sat- BW, and were clearly hurt by their lack of
urday to lead the women's r-------------------~ depth.
squad to a 143-8~ win over
'We were real tired [by
Baldwm-Wallace m tts only
Saturday),'sophomoreJohn
conferencemeetofrheseason.
~
Ortlieb sa1d. 'But we still
The blowout v1ctory, in which
.-..AA '
had some pretty good times
the Blue Streaks won 10 of 12
on Saturday Some of the
events, came after JCU deNextmeetSat.atWooster
youngerguyssteppednup"
feated Buffalo State Thursday,
Site & time: Wooster, Ohio,
Ortlieb, who picked up
158-87, and Oberlin Friday,
l:OO
v1ctones m the 50 and LOO
123-II?.
KeyfactThisisthe lasrmeerof Free, is one of seven men's
The women's diving team
the year before the OAC Cham sw1mmers with whichJCU
picked up enough poinrsSunpionshlps.
will enter the OAC Chamday versus Case Western Repionships, held Feb. ll-13_

SWimming

pholo by'S.auo Fdt

Freshman Stephanie Turner and the JCU
women's divers won seven of eight
events this past weekend, helping the JCU
pick up four wins.

CNSuper
Bowl Picks
T he Broncos have the better
quarterback, run mng back, rece1 vers, ltnebackers, and defensive
backs. And theircoach has a srrongerhean(Ouch) Whatever moral
lift Atlanta has will be overcome
by the pure talen t of the Broncos.
Mike Shanahan will show Dan
Reeves how he should have
coached John Elway all those
years. Denver, 37-21
- Mark Boleky
D enver faltered at the end of
the season. Atlanta went into the
playoffs full bore, possibly hoping
to gain home f1eld advantage
throughout the playoffs. Atlanta
was unable to do so, but beat Min
nesota anyway The Falcons also
might have beaten up themse lves,
though, especially Jamal Anderson Terrell Dav 1s looks fresh as
ever. The defenses should balance
one another; ball control becomes
the d1fference. Advantage 10 the
defe nding champs. Denver 27-20
- Brian Murphy
I hate to say it, since I still
haven't recovered from he On ve
and The Fumble, but 1t looks as 1f
Denver is the newest professional
sports dynasty. If nor for a le e~
down to theJaguars two years ago,
we might very well be talking
about the NFL:s first winner of
three straight Super Bowls. Denver, 41-23
-Matt Rayl
I t's probably joh n Elway's last
game. The Broncos aren't going to
lose it Denver, 35-21
--Bob Noll
M ost people have written off
the 'Dirtybirds" because the game
will more than hkely be John
Elway's last, but Dan Reeves has
been there before and the Falcons
have more experience than they
are given credit for. Watch for Atlanta to utilize Chris Chandler's
armand receivingcorpsofTerence
Mathis and Tony Martin. Chandler will pass for 250 yards and
two scores, and he'll be gomg to
Disneyworld. Atlanta, 27-24.
--Bob McCarthy
B eing from Cleveland, I hate
john El way. So Denver has to lose.
Atlanta, 35-28.
--Clare Taft
T he Broncos were the haunting force behind the original
Cleveland Browns. Now that the
new Cleveland Browns are officially an NFL franchise, look for
rheghosts of rhe past ro haum the
Broncos now Atlanta's superior
special teams and Kent Stateproduct OJ Santiago at t1gh; end w11l
propel Atlanta to victory. Look for
Morten Andersen to break Bronco
Jason Elam's NFL-record 63-yard
field goal when he kicks the gamewinner from 70 yards our At~
lanta, 30-28.
--Nick Kovach
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A change would do it good
Some insightful tips for the revamping of the cafeteria and Inn Between
Usa Foster
Carrie Mack
Recent efforts have been made
to redecorate the Inn Between and
the cafetena from green plastic
tablecloths to framed anwork
above the newly upholstered
booths But, theresull seems to be
a lack of that special somethmg
that college students need to
brighten their dreary days. As a
service to john Carroll students,
faculty and staff, we have used our
creative genius and spent painstaking hours researching intenor
decorating to come up with the
following plan for the complete
renovation of the Inn Betweenand
cafeteria:

SEPTEMBER
Cowboy Theme. Leave your
horses and holsters outs1de.
Carroll students would be reqUired
to sport spurs, chaps and ten gallon hats. The entire eaung area
would be turned inro a corral
where cafeteria workers had the
final say as to whether or not you
could leave and where your meals
would beservedinuoughsinstead

of on d1shes. R1bs and beans are
on the menu, not veggie burgers
and salad

OcToBER.
Gothic Theme. Stock up on
blackeyeltner, vmyl, pleather, lace
and faux fur. Dogcollarsandcapes
are optional. No overhead lightIng wdl be available, the only
source of light will be from
candles. If in need of advice or a
source for goth apparel and accessories, Hot Topic in Great Lakes
Mall is a terrific resource.

NovEM~m
Elvis Theme. Focus will be on
the young, suave Elv1s, but white
jumpsuits are also acceptable. Peanut butter and banana sandWiches will be the staple food
while mutton chops will be a Friday night special. Opryland speCial acts will be performing in the
Wolf-n-Pot which will be renamed the Hunka Hunka Burnin '
Love Lounge.

DECEMBER
Beastie Boys meets Saved By
the Bell Theme. Because Mike D
of the Beastie Boys and Screech
(Dustin Diamond) from Saved By
the Bell are brothers, it seems appropriate to combme their two
areas of expertise. The cafeteria
Itself will be in the form of the
Max wh1le hip hop dothmg and
Adtdasattireare required. The restaurant style of the Max will necessitate domg away with meal
plans and require the use of cash
and leaving tips for the waiters
who magical! y pull flowers out of
their sleeves for the preppy boyfriend and his cheerieader girl[riend

JANUAR.Y
Laverne and Shirley Theme.
The cafeteria will be a pizza
parlourwhile the Inn Between will
be turned into a bowling alley with
free beer from the Schlotz Brewery with every bowling game
bought. MaleCarrollstudentswill
be required to dress as Lenny or
Squiggy with leather jackets and

greasy hair Female Carroll students will have to wear swea ters
with a big".£ "and carry around
BooBooK1tty. "Andwe'lldottour
way, yes our way, make all our
dreams come true, for me and
you."

FmrtuAR.Y
Hippie Theme. The menu will
consist of not much more than soy
milk, hummus and tofu. Peace
braids, Birkenstocks, patchouli oil
and rye dye are dress code requirements Good luck finding a place
to park your VW van without getting it towed away. The cafeteria
will no longer worry about qualIty food, just peace, love and happmess

case of total global destruction
Senator john Glenn will also speak
on the advantages of space travel
when you're past your prime.

APR.IL
Amold's (Happy Days) Theme.
On the menu for this month are
chili dogs and rootbeerfloats. Letter sweaters and poodle skins are
required while pocket combs are
optional. juke boxes with 45s will
complete the decor. Free advice
from Ralph Mal ph in the Wolf-nPot,and free ad vice from The Fonz
in 1he men's restroom will be available.

A
MAR.CH
NASA Theme. Sliding doors
and top secret food proJects will
characterize this cafeteria them e.
Orange astronaut suits and moon
boots are required attire. Special
guests Bruce Willis and Ben
Affleck will appear in the Wolfn-PottogJVetalkson whattodoin

fiNAL THOUGHT

If heeded, these words of wisdom could prove to be quite advantageous tot he john Carroll student body, faculty and staff. Seeing as most john Carroll students
dress alike and act alike already,
conforming to cafeteria theme
ideas for the school year shouldn't
prove too difficult a task

What's written in the stars for you this week?
(March 21 to Aprill9): Those
you meet casually can open doors
for you career-wise. Your determination to make the most of your
natural abllnics Is admired . Follow through on hunches.

Taurus
(April 20 to May 20): A fnend
seeks you out to share a particularly tlldating conf1dence. This
person knows you can be triusted
Implicitly. Partnership interests
have you happily occupied this
weekend.

Gemini
(May 21 to june 20):The financial developments that occur be-

hmd the scenes are to your ultimate benefit. YOu fee leftout,bu t
you don't have to be privy to ev(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22): You're at
eryt hing. Overt he weekend, your cross purposes with a family
creativuy is highlighted.
member who just refuses to meet
you half way. Rathert han going at
this head-on, try a different tactic.
Cleverness
wins the day eventu(l une 21 to july 22): Shopping
ally.
is not favored as your finances need
some reorganizmg. Your usually
goodjudgmentisoff the mark. The
weekend favors cultural interests
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22): It's a good
and pursuits.
week to reorganize and get rid of
any clutter in your closets. Out
with the old and in with new is a
(July 23 to Aug 22): You're apt good idea. However, watch your
to dnve yourself ba n y looking for wallet.
something you lost early in the
week. This is just a waste of time.
This object soon resurfaces of its
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21): What you
own volition .
think is a snap to do actually

Cancer

Libra

Leo

Scorpio

proves to be your undoing. It's best
to call in an expert to complete
this project. Later in the week, it's
time to get out and have fun.

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21): You spend
some time burning the midnight
oil to complete work tasks. You
can save yourself some steps by
implementing new procedures.
Your accomplishments give you
satisfaction.

Capricorn
(December 22 to January 19):
This is the week to get niggling
littleerrandsoutof the way and to
spend some time visiting with
friends. Partnership interests are

favored, as well as any activities of
a group nature.

Aquarius
(Jan. 20 to Feb.l8): If traveling,
check to be sure you have all your
belongings. You are inclined to
lose things this week Mixed messages come from a contact at a distance over the weekend.

Pisces
(Feb 19 to March 20): You receiveconflictingadvice on a busi ness matter and you could be misled as a result of this conflict.
Sports and leisure activities are
favored; get out and enjoy the
weekend.

fhe Features secfiot1 is
lookit1g for realiable writers
for the Sprit1g setMester.
Wri1it1g for a ut1iversity
publicatiol1 looks good ot1 your
resuttte at1d t1Mspaper clips are
a great addi1iot1 1o your
portfolio.
Call Usa or
Carrie at x1711
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Men keep moving up in OAC
Bob McCarthy
Assistant Sports Editor
The john Ca rroll University
men's basketball team took a major step towards achieving its goal
of repeatingasOhioAth letic Conference champion after winning
threeOACconresrs this past week.
With victories on the road at
Muskingum and Heidelberganda
home victory over Mount Union,
the Blue Streaks now stand tied
for second place in theOACwith a
7-3 mark , 12-4 overall. Otterbein
is also m second place, traihng
Ohio Nort hern by a single game.
"Wi nn ing three OAC games in
one week is a big accomplishment,
but we feel that we can wm every
game," junior ce nter Rico Pietro
said of his team's recent success in
conference action. "We have major momentum on our side right
now, and anytime you can goon a
roll like this, it helps prepare the
team for the post-season."
The Blue Streaks relied heavily
on one aspect of their ga me that
had previously been a question
mark in a 66-64 victory over
Muskingum on Saturday. After
figh ting back from ten down with
under seven minutes to play,JCU
connected on six straight free
throw attempts to close out the
Muskies.
Seniors Dan Coxon and Mark
Heidorf were each perfect from
the charity stripe, and as a team
Carroll hit on 12om of 14attempts.
"The coaches were very pleased
withrheoutputfrom thefoulline,
and we have been working on that
m practice," said Michael Hill.
"Anytime you can see improvement in a game for something you
worked on in practice, it gives both
coaches and players a good feeling, and builds confidence."
Heidorf and sophomore Luke
Dautovic led the wa:r for the Blue
Streaks with 16 points apiece, a
career-high for Dautovic.
j un ior joe Burdon poured in 14
points off of the bench in less tha n
ten minutes of action, including a
key basket with justOver two minutes to play that gave the Blue

Streaks the lead for good.
')oe really stepped up his game
when we needed h1m, and he hit a
b1g three-pomterwith about seven
minutest hat changed the momentum to our favor," Hill said
The Blue Streaks used a second-half rally and momentum
swing to knock off Mount Union
last Wednesday. After a back-andforth first half, Carroll went on a
33-16 run just five minutes into
the second stanza to assume control of the ballgame and fimsh off
the Purple Raiders by a final score
of 77-60.
"Mark made a big steal and layup followed by a three-pointer by
Dan (Coxon] and that five-point
swing changed the remainder of
the game," Pietro said
The Raiders entered the game
without three of their starters because of injuries, and were forced
to start three freshmen, and in the
end JCU's experience prevailed.
"We were able to expose their
tnexperience as the game wore on,
and we just pulled away," Hill said.
The first victory of the week
came last Monday at Heidelberg,
in a game that was originally
sched uled for January 13th.
Heidorf scored 21 points and
grabbed 12 rebounds to key the
84-66 victory over the 'Berg.
Larry Holmes has continued to
improve his game, since being inserted in the starting line-up after
the fourth game of the season.
Holmes has increased his scoring
average to lO points per outing, to
go along with his six rebounds.
His athletic style has been a welcome surprise for a line-up that
lacks big-time athletes.
"Larry is a great athlete, and
right now we are a team more so of
players than athletes, so his energy helpsand it is infectious," Hill
said.
"We have grown together as a
team and as a result have become
more comfortable playing together, and our level of play has
reflected that."
The Blue Streaks kicked off a
two-game homestand in confer-

CNSuper
Bowl Picks
T he Broncos have the better
quarterback, running back, receivers, linebackers, and defens1ve
backs. And their coach has a stronger heart(Ouch). Whatever moral
!Jft Atlanta has will be overcome
by the pure talent of the Broncos.
Mike Shanahan will show Dan
Reeves how he should have
coached john Flway all those
years Denvcr,37-2l
- Mark Boleky

photo hy jCU SID

Senior forward Mark Heidorf scrambles for a loose ball against
Mount Union, in a 77-60 victory. Heidorfis currently second in the
OAC with a 20.5 scoring average. Look for a feature story on
Heidorf in next week's issue.
ence play yesterday against the
Hiram Terriers. With a showdown
this Saturday afternoon against
cross-town rivalBaldwi n-Wallace
looming on the horizon, some felt
it tough to remain focused on
Hiram .
"It's hard not to look ahead to
the BW game,' Pietro said. "We
feel that we are capable of winning every game, but we need to
keep our heads in it, and take it
one game at a time for the rest of
the season."

men's hoops

Next game: Saturdayvs.
Baldwin-Wallace
Site, time: Shula Center, 3:00
KeyfactjCU defeated BW in
its first OAC game of the year,
84-66, in Berea on Dec. 5.

Women sweep weekend

_...e '

pOOio by ~u ~

I

hate to <;ay it, smce I still
haven 't recovered from he Dnve
and The Fumble, butll looks as 1f
Denver is the newest professiona l
sporrs dynasty. If not for a letdown tothejaguars two years ago,
we might very well be talking
about the NFL:s first winner of
three straight Super Bowls. Denver, 41-23
-MattRayl
lr·s probably John Elway's last
game. The Broncos aren't going to
lose it. Denver, 35-21
--Bob Noll
Most people have wmten off
the 'Din ybirds' bee a use the game
will more than likely be john
Elway's last, but Dan Reeves has
been there before and the Falcons
have more experience than they
are given credit for. Watch for Atlanta to utilize Chris Chandler's
arm and receivi ngcorpsofTerence
Mathis and Tony Martin. Chandler wlll pass for 250 yards and
two scores, and he'll be going to
Disney world. Atlanr:a, 27-24.
--Bob McCarthy

Mark Boleky
serve to complete the swimmers' portion from
a week earlier with a win or Carroll, 133-103.
Sports Editor
Both the john Carroll University men's and
"We love our divers. Its good to know those
women's swimming teams saw the value of (points] are there," Murphy said.
Oberlin provided the biggest threat toJCU,
team depth this weekend, which featured three
as the Yeomen built a 27-9lead to start. The
meets on consecutive days.
How it affected each team, however, was Blue Streaks won four of the next five events,
vastly different.
but again found themselves down by ten
The women's squad barely flinched at the points with four races left. Then the team of
increased work, winning all three meets and Murphy, sophomore Carrie Scherger, junior
completing a win on another. The men were Kristin Shaneyfelt and freshman Rita
not able to pick up a victory, and are hoping Gonzales won the 200 Free Relay to secure
Being from Cleveland, l hate
their fortunes turn around with the Ohio Ath- the six-point win.
John Elway So Denver has to lose.
Schergerconti nued todisplay the brillance Atlanta, 35-28.
Ieric Conference Championships two weeks
away. "We were tired, but we still swam strong," she has showed in her short but stellar career.
--Clare Taft
junior Shannon Murphy said. "Luckily, we were In the three swimming meets, she won eight
able to swim some off events Saturday togJVe us races in six different events.
The Broncos were the haunta break."
The men lost to BuffaloState,Oberlinand mg force behind the anginal
Murphy won the 200 Free and 100 Fly Sat- BW, and were clearly hurt by their lack of Cleveland Browns. Now that the
urday to lead the women's r - - - - - - - - - - - - , depth.
new Cleveland Browns are offisquad to a 143-8~ ~in over
'We were real tired !by Cially an NFL franchise, look for
Baldwm-Wallace m Jts only
Saturdayl,'sophomoreJohn the ghosts of the pasr to haunt the
conference meet of the season.
~
Ortlieb said. 'But we still Broncos now. Atlanta's superior
The blowout victory, in which
had some pretty good times special teams and KentStateprodthe Blue Streaks won 10 of 12
on Saturday. Some of the uct OJ Santiago at tJghJ end wJ\1
events, came after JCU deNext meet Sat. at Wooster
youngerguysstepped it up." propel Atlanta to victory. Look for
feared Buffalo State Thursday,
Site & time: Woosrcr, Ohio,
Ortlieb, who picked up Morten Andersen to break Bronco
158-87, and Oberlin Friday,
lOO
victories m the 50 and 100 jason Elam's NFL-record 63-yard
123-ll 7.
Keyfact:Thisisthelastmeetof Free, is one of seven men's field goal when he kicks the gameThe women's diving team
the year before the OAC Cham SW1mmers with whichJCU winner from 70 yards out. Atpicked up enough points Sunpionships
will enter the OAC Cham- 1anta,30-28.
pionships, held Feb. 11-13.
--Nick Kovach
day versus Case Western Re-

SWimming

Freshman Stephanie Turner and the JCU
women's divers won seven of eight
events this past weekend, helping the JCU
pick up four wins.

Denver faltered at the end of
the season. Atlanta went mto the
playoffs full bore, possibly hoping
ro gain home field advantage
throughout the playoffs. Atlanta
was unable to do so, but beat Mmnesota anyway. The Falcons also
might have beaten up themselves,
though, especially Jamal Anderson. Terrell Davis looks fresh as
ever. The defenses should balance
one another; ball control becomes
the d1fference Advantage to the
defending champs Denvcr 27-20
- BrianMurphy
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Assistant Sports Editor

ference , effective july 1,1999. Hiram, which has
been intheOAC for more than 40 years, will still
play OAC schools for the 1999 football season

VOLKMANN T HE MAN - JCU wrestling
coach Kerry Volkmann has been named a coach
for the Nanonal Wrestling Coaches Associatio
All-Star Dual Meet. The event will be held
day in Stillwater, Okla. Volkmantn~,;il~~~-~~
coached the Blue Streaks for 12 year , 1 serve
as one of four coaches for the Division I meet.
TRIVIA OF THE WEEK- Who hast
JCU men's basketball coaching wins ·
tory of the program? Answer ate~·--.--~
RRECTION- Last week, a caption in The
arroU News stated the women's basketball team
was in last place. To the contrary, the team was in
next to last at the time. The CN sports depart ment regretfully apologizes for this error.
TRIVIA ANSWER - Tim Baab, who coached
the Blue Streaks from 1981-92, won 137 games in
h is 11 seasons. JCU coach Mike Moran, Baab's
successor, is second on the all-time list with 116
wins.
T ERRIERS OUT - OAC teams can say good
bye to a few easy conference wins next season.
Hiram College, a cellar dweller in most sports,
wHI be moving to the North Coast Ath letic Con-

The followwg IS th e first of four senior
spotlightsforthe winter sport season.
Matt Rayl
Assistant Sports Editor

Most athletes would be perfectly content wnh amassing 10 0 victonesand being
among the all-time school leaders during a
career.
But john Carroll Universi ty senior J usLIn Kerr is not most athletes.
Kerr, a 197-pound wrest ling star from
Ashland, Oh10, finds himself well on h1s
way to rising above that plateau. But it is his
competitive nature that will not

All stati stical i nfor mation li sted isasofMonday,]an. 25.

says statistics do not drive him to excellence.
"Stars don't mean a w hole lot to me,"
Kerr said. "I just try to perform adequately
to my own standa rds.
"Losing is not an option. It doesn't even
cross my mind when l face an opponent."
Another thing that sets this Blue Streak
apart from most wrestlers is his desi re to
not just win, b ut to utter! y dominate his
opponents. Kerr would rather win a match
by 20 points than by just a few.
It lSthisdetermination that inspired Kerr
to gain 15 pounds and wrestle in the m uc h
more competitive
197-pou n d
weight class.
dUll
6' J
"l deliberately
gai n ed
th e
w eight , ra is in g
m y ben ch press
from 400 to 550
pounds," Ke rr
said of his off -season traini ng. "''ve
Kerry Volkmann always been mot ivated to beat
grea t opponents. I wa nted a chance to
w restle Matt Ham ill, two-ti me defending
Divisio n Lli national champio n."
Beating the best to become the best is
nothing new to Kerr. He upset the No. l
ranked wrestler in the nation in the semifinals h ts senior yeara t Mapleton High School
on h is way roa n Ohio state championship.
Ker r and the success of the JCU wrestling program go ha nd in hand. If not for
one, the other wo uld not exist.
"justin not only wins ma tches for us,"
Volkmann said. "He scores a lot of match
points for us. It was also a major personal
sacrifice rowant to jump twoweigh tclasses
like he did·
Anextremelycompetitive individual by
nature, he feels as if he's always had somethmg to prove, if not to others, to himself.
"Back when 1was growing up,! wasta ll
and skinny," Kerr said. "l got good grades in
school, sol kind of took them for granted. So
!looked to athletics to keep me motivated."

All season, the john Carroll
University wrestlers have punished opponents. Not only have
the Blue Streaks breezed through
DivisiOn Ill opponents, but they
have outlasted several larger
schools.
A perfect example of this occurred last Thursday as JCU
emerged victorious against the
Division ll West Liberty State at
the Don Shula Sports Center The
St re aks improved their overall
record to 11-2-2, doubling up the
perennial collegiate power, 30-15
But it was notal! wine and roses
for Ca rroll, especially at the beginningofthematch. The Streaks
found themselves in an early hole
after losing the first three matches
at the 141-,149-, and 157-pound
weight classes.
The tide turned, however, as] im
Kessen putjCU in thewincolumn
at 165 pounds. The junior, in one
of his best performances thus far
this season, pulled the Streaks off
the mats and back into conten tion.
"j im probably wrestled his best
match of the season," said head
coac h Kerry Vol kmann, w hose
squad is ran ked eighth in the latest Bru te-ad idas national poll.
1Against West U bert y], we traveled a somew hat d ifferent route.
We relied more on the tec hnical
fall than usual to earn our points.
"Several other underclassm en
rea ll y step ped up an d carn e

who loves wrestling the

most. You just don't

~

Next match: OAC Duals
Site&: days: Tiffin, Fri & Sat
Key fact Since joining the
OAC in l989,JCU is 60-5 in
conference d ual meets

Staff Reporter

Lntle, if anything, went as expected for the john Carroll Umversity women's basketball team
this week.
They blew out a team they
p robably shouldn't have even
beaten but lost to the conference's
last place team. They boasted one
of their own asOhioAthleticConference Player of the Week but
another conference scoring leader

through for us, as welL jim Cook
and Eric Urdzik both helped us a
lot"
Urdzikcontinued to fill in more
than adequately for All-American
heavyweight Rich Eslich, who
missed his third straight match
due to injury.
The freshman, coming off a
stellar 4-0 finish at the Division
lll National Duals two weeks ago,
represents both the present and
future success of the JCU wrestling program.
Speaking of we lc o m e add itions, seniors Brandon Steinmetz
and j ustin Kerr picked a perfect
time to return to the starting
lineup. Facing such a formidable
opponent, two of JCU's best wrestlers made thei r presence known
in fro nt of the Don Sh uta Center
fa ithfu l.
Ker r resumed his year-long
dominance of the opposition. Althoug h Ste inmetz lost a close
match, the emotional impact of
his ret u rn from injury far outweighed wi ns and losses.

was blanked in field goals in the
most recent game. And after successfully cutting turnovers in half
for a victory, they tallied 29 miscues in a disappointing loss.
The Bl ue Streaks ( 4-12, 3-8
OAC) beat Musk ingum,63-45,Saturday at home but lost to Hiram
Tuesday night, 88-68.
"Turnovers were a b1g factor in
beating Muskingum, but our mtense defense was what probably
made the difference," junior Erm

Jimison said.
"When we played Muskmgum
down there [earlier in the season]
we let them slip right back in ,"
said Hubach. "We were satisfied
with the one half that we played."
This may be a good diagnosis
of what happened against Hiram .
JCU matched the Terriors, 3334, in the first half but were
outscored by 19 po~nts m the second frame.
"Sometimes you have nights

The abu::.e. ~
~led;, !;he Qlnst;anl;
luimiliabion ._ and ~
'~'~~" I;~ return

1~!corm? t~m "'i!;b
Pii~. pat~ic
at' mE> •.

likethat,"headcoachCarol Dugan
sa1d of the loss to Hiram . "It's a
shame lt happened nght after a
b1g wm It would have been nice
to put two in a row."
The week belonged to sophomore Meghann Hubach Hubach
tallied career bests in scoring and
rebounding, wlth20pomtsand 13
boards against the Muskies, en
route to garnering OAC Player of
the Week honors Her six blocks
in the game allowed her to take
over the OAC blocked shots lead
entering the week.
Jimison posted a career-high
eight steals on Saturday and contributed 29 points on· the week,
including seven of 12 from three
point land.
Sophomore guard Katie
Cervenik continues to be among
the conference leaders in three point field goal percentage but was
held scoreless from behind the arc
against Hiram .
Spirits on the team are high
despite the Hiram loss.
"Every team in the OAC is ca-

women's hoops

Next game: Thursday vs
Oh10 Wesleyan
Site, time: Shula Center, 7:30
Key factJCU won the last
match up, 69-61, in 1996
pable of beaung every 01 her team :
Hubach satd. "It all depends on
who comes to play that night·
"We want to carry over the in·
tensity and feeling of wmning
from the Muskingum game tnto
our remaming games." said
Jimison "Everythmg was finally
working We were all intense together. and that's what we want to
duplicate."
JCU gets a break from confer
ence action tonight when they
host Ohw Wesleyan .

STREAKSOFTHE WEEK
MarenAikey
Sophomore, Diving

Scafe ready for c -allenge
desired a head coaching position. thoug h t he did a remarkable job."
Today, though , Scafe is in con"!wasn't unhappy here. That's
When john Carroll head coach just how it is in this profession. l trol of a program he helped mold .
Reg1s Scafe ponders the Blue didn't know if I'd get many oppor- Scafe joined DeCarlo's staff for the
1987 season, DeCarlo's first as head
Streaks' football rivalry with the tunities."
coach.
Theopportuni
ty
he
did
get
was
Mount Union Purple Raiders, he
"I thmk n was real important,"
thinks back to his early days in far from the perfect situation. In
coaching and a clinic he attended. fact, it was at times downright DeCarlo said of Scafe's first stint at
At that clime he heard former frustratmg. Athletics play a dis- J CU. "lt was a good learning ex petant second fiddle to rience for htm about john Carroll
Michigan mentor Bo
scholastics at CWRU, a University and our association
Schembechler speak.
school with an esteemed with the conference and the reOne topic he addressed
cruiting expenence. He had a
academic reputation.
was the storied rivalry
hand in our system."
"At
Case,
academics
between his Wolverines
Kerry Volkmann.jCU's defenis No.1," Scafe said. "All
and
Ohio
State.
the other stuff they don't sive backs coach and head wresSchembechler, who
stress at all. Athletics are tling coach, has been friends with
served as an assistant to
important, but they are Scafe since their days at St. joseph
Woody Hayes at Ohio
High School (now Villa Angelanot stressed."
State prior to moving to
Scafe dealt with play- St joseph) in the mid-1960's.
That School Up North ,
"We've both had our ups and
ers missing practice for a
said everything his Regis Scafe
plethora of academic downs in our careers," said
Mic higan squad did dur ing the year was in preparation for reasons wit hout repercussions. Volkma nn, who ad mitted he did
the final game of the regular sea- But those same players often were not enjoy competi ng with or beatpenalized for missing classes, even ing Scafe in the past when their
son with the archrival Buckeyes.
That, ina nutshell, is how Scafe one, for athletic reasons, Scafe said. opposi ng tea ms met. "But o ur
"It was a negan ve at Case at fr iendsh ip has been a specia l one.
hopes to correct what has seemed
times.
Not in tentionally, but that's I'm personally excited for him. I
to be an exercise in futili ty for the
Blue Streaks during the past few just the way it is," sa id Scafe, a 1971 know it'sa dreamcome true .... I'm
seasons. ThejohnCarroll program graduate of Western Reserve Uni- really looking forward to it."
The program has mat ured fully
has been successful in recent years, versity (now CWRU), where he
under
DeCarlo's watchful eye. The
was
an
all-conference
defensive
but Scafe knows that the road to
that next plateau runs direct ly back. "To me, athletics and foot - c hallenge for Scafe is to take It to
ball- because that's where lam- the next level. But first he must
through Alliance.
are
an extension oft he classroom. just learn h is players' names. Scafe
"Obviously, we have to do some
things in the program geared at Getting alo ng wi th people; hard got a late stan at the job. His first
beating Mount Union," said Scafe. work; dedication, and it's a great official day was jan. 11, when he
was in Nashville, Tenn., for a
Scafe's return completes a In- social setti ng."
coaches'conven
non. Wicked winDespi
te
the
d
rawbacks,
Scafe
era! 360 degree turn, right down
to the same office he occupied six fashioned a successful record . He try weather, however, delayed his
years ago. He left jCU after serv- inherited a program that had won arrival for three days.
Scafe hopes to mstill in those
ing as Tony DeCarlo's defensive four games m the two seasons bean attitude similar to his.
players
and
led
it
to
a
5-5
fore
his
arrival,
coordinator [rom 1987-93 to be"I'm a big game guy. l love big
come the headcoachatCase West- mark in both 1996 and 1998.
"I know how difficult it lSthere," games; games people think we
ern Reserve University.
said
DeCarlo, who wtll remain at can't win. I love doing things
"It got to the pomt where l had
an opportunity and I didn't know the university as athletic director. people say we can't do."
Beating Mount Unioncenainly
how !mig Coach [DeCarlo] would "We think It's difficult here. It's
would fall into that category.
probably
more
difficult
there.
I
keep coach mg." said Scafe, who

ProvisiOnal! y q\,laltlled
for the NCAA Dtvision lll
Championships by meeting the standard with a
dive of 258.9on the threeme ter Saturday versus
Baldwin-Wallace. Also.
won the three-meter event
Thursday against Buffalo
Sta te.

Brian Murphy
Managing Editor

''Justin Kerr is the

allow him to be
complacent.
"Ac tu al l y,
reac hing lOO vicwries 1s ki nd of
d isappo in n n g:
Kerr said. "l missed
som e matches the
las t co u ple of
years. Ot herwise,
I would be able to
break the school record of 122 wins se t by
Joe Schmid t."
Current ly, Kerr stands in sevent h place
onJCU'scareer wins list, with a ma rk of 9316. Unforuna tely for Ke rr, the flu ke pt him
out of com petition two weeks ago at the
D1v1s ion Ill National Dual Cham pionships.
In addition, the Blue Streaks were not able
to participate at lasr year's Rochester Invitational due to inclement weat her. Victories at each of these tournaments could
very well have put him closer to Schmidt
There's no do ubt Kerr lives for his chosen sport. Accordmg to Coach Kerry Volkmann, Kerr's dedication and pass1on go unmatched m the Blue Streak locker room
"Justtn Kerr IS the guy who loves wrestling rhe most," Volkmann said. "He has a
chance to leave here a three-time AllAmerican, three-time OAC cham p10n, and
wnh over lOO career match wins. You just
don't replace guys hke that"
Despite all his accomplishments, Kerr

wrestling
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Wotnen involved in both sides of upsets
Rona Proudfoot

Matt Ray!
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Reserves get easy win

SPORTS FLASHES
OAC PLAYER OF THE WEEK - Meghann
Hubach, the 6-foot-2 sophomore center for the
JCU women's basketball ream , hasclearlydeveloped into a big-time player for the Blue Streaks.
Her two-game week of 37 pointsand 23rebounds
was enough to name Hubach the Ohio Athletic
Conference Women's Basketball Player of the
Week fort he first ume in her career. She also shot
18-for-28 and added eight blocks.

The Carroll News, January 28, 1999

ph<xo by thtjCU SID

Justin Kerr had made a career out of using his height as an advantage against
his opponents. Above, he wraps himself around a Mount Union defender in one
of his many wins two weeks ago.

replace guys like that.,

winter report
ThejCU Ice Hockey Qub got a rare
chance to play at Gund Arena this past
S~ YCQUScrosstoWn Kent, but lost,
6-2..tJCQ~ttedfortwoperiods,2-2.
die ~of Kent todt.ovcr in the
third. Sophomore Mike Riebe and freshman Tim Funkhouser picked up goals
for the Blue Streaks. Sophomore
goaltender Scott Shantery fell the brunt
of Kent's target practice,making 62 saves.
JCU will play host this Friday (8:30)
and Saturday (3:00) agamst Miami Un iversity at Cleveland Sportspl.ex. A bus
will leave campus at 7:30 for the Friday
game, and all fans in attendance will
receive a free frisbee.

theUSCSAmidwestcompetitions. With
Ohio State, Toledo, Case Western, BowlingGreenandAkroninattendance,both
theJCU men's and women's teams finished second overall in. the Slalom and
Giant Slalom.
On the women's side, top finishers
were junior Miuia Zachary. at first in
Slalom and third in GS, and sophomore
Madelaine Lumpp, who placed third in
Slalom. For the men , senior Corey
Paquette was th ird in Slalom and second inGS.
This weekend, the team travels to
Mansfield, followed by a trip to Boston
Mills/ Brandywine next weeken d to end
the season.

ThejCU Ski Team started its season
w ith a trip to Winter Park , Co. three
weeks ago as a training camp, and began
competitive action this past weekend at

Entriesfo rth eClubSpo rt Wi nter Report should be dropped off at the CN or
faxed to 397-1729.

Meghann Hubach
Soph., Basketball
Led the women with

20 points and lO rebounds in a 63-45 wm
against Muskingum Saturday. Leads the team m
reboounding at 7 7 rpg
and is second in scoring
at 10.8 ppg. Named
Women's Basketball
OAC Player of the Week
for the first time.

-
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SPORTS FLASHES
OAC PLAYER OF THE WEEK - Meghann
Hubach, the 6-foot-2 sophomore center for the
JCU women's basketball team , hasclearlydeveloped into a big-time player for the Blue Streaks
Her two-game week of 37pointsand 23 rebounds
was enough to name Hubach the Oh10 Athletic
Conference Women's Basketball Player of the
Week for the first time m her career She also shot
18-for-28 and added eight blocks.

ference, effecttveJuly I, 1999. !-!tram, which has
been inthe OAC for more than 40 years, wilt still
play OAC schools for the 1999 football season

VOLKMANN THE MAN- JCU wrestling
coach Kerry Volkmann has been named a coach
for the National Wrestling Coaches Assoctatio
All-Star Dual Meet. The event will be held
day in Stillwater, Okla. Volkmann,
coached the Blue Streaks for 12 year, 1 serve
as one of four coaches for the Division l meet.
TRJV1A OF THE WEEK- Who hast
JCU men's basketball coaching wins ·
tory of the program7 Answer ate

~----~
RRECTION- Last week, a caption in The
arroll News stated the women's basketball team
was in last place. To the contrary, the team was in
next to last at the time. The CN sports department regretfully apologizes for this error.
TRIVIA ANSWER- Tim Baab, who coached
the Blue Streaks from 1981-92, won 137 games in
his 11 seasons. jCU coach Mike Moran, Baab's
successor, is second on the all-time list with 116
wins.

TERRIERS OUT- OAC teams can say good
bye to a few easy confere nce wins next season.
Hiram College, a cellar dweller in most sports,
wi II be moving w the North Coast Athletic Con-

All statistical information listed is asofMonday,]an. 25.
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Assistant Sports Ed1tor

All season, the john Carroll
Universtty wrestlers have punished opponents. ot only have
the Blue Streaks breezed through
Division Ill opponents, but they
have outlasted several larger
schools.
A perfect example of this occurred last Thursday as JCU
emerged victorious against the
Division 11 West Uberty State at
the Don Shula Sports Center The
Streaks improved their overall
record to 11-2-2, doubling up the
perennial collegtate power, 30-15.
But it was notal! wine and roses
for Carroll, especially at the beginningofthematch. TheSrreaks
found themselves in an early hole
after losing the first three matches
at the 141-. 149-, and 157-pound
weight classes.
The tide turned, however,asJim
Kessen putjCU in the win column
at 165 pounds. The junior, in one
of his best performances thus far
this season, pulled the Streaks off
the mats and back into contention.
"jim probablywrestled his best
match of the season," said head
coach Kerry Volkmann, whose
squad is ranked eighth in the latest Brute-adidas national poll.
"[Against West Liberty], we traveled a somewhat different route.
We relied more on the technical
fall than usual to earn our points.
"Several other underclassmen
rea lly stepped up and came

wrestling

i(§k
Next match: OAC Duals
Site & days: Tiffin, Fri & Sat.
Key fact Si nee jOtni ng the
OAC in l989,jCU is 60-5 in
conference dual meets.

Rona Proudfoot
Staff Reporter
Little, if anything, went as expected for the john Carroll University women 's basketball team
this week.
They blew out a team they
probably shouldn't have even
beaten but lost to the conference's
last place team. They boasted one
of their own as Ohio Athletic Conference Player of the Week but
another conference scoring leader

through for us, as well. Jim Cook
and Eric Urdzik both helped usa
lot."
Urdzikcontinued to fill m more
than adequately for All-American
heavyweight Rich Eslich, who
missed his third straight match
due to injury.
The freshman, coming off a
stellar 4-0 finish at the Division
Ill National Duals two weeks ago,
represents both the present and
future success of the JCU wrestling program.
Speaking of welcome additions, se niors Brandon Steinmetz
and justin Kerr picked a perfect
time to return to the starting
lineup. Facing such a formidable
opponent, two of jCU's best wrestlers made their presence known
in front of the Don Shula Center
faithful.
Kerr resumed his year-long
dominance of the opposition. Although Steinmetz lost a close
match, the emotional impact of
his return from injury far outweighed wins and losses.

The following is the first of four sen1or

says statistics do not drive him to excelspotltghtsfor the winter sport season.
lence.
"S tars don't mean a whole lot to me,"
Matt Rayl
Kerr said. "I just try to perform adequately
Assistant Sports Editor
tO my own standards.
Most athletes would be perfectly con"Losing is not an option. It doesn't even
tent wnh amassmg 100 victories and being cross my mind when I face an opponent.•
among the all-time school leaders during a
Another thing that sets this Blue Streak
apart from most wrestlers is his desire to
career.
But john Carroll University senior jus- not just win, but to utterly domi nate his
tin Kerr is not most athletes.
opponents. Kerr would rather win a match
Kerr, a 197-pound wrestling star from by 20 points than by just a few.
Ashland, Ohio, finds himself well on his
It is thisdetermination that inspirectKerr
way to rising above that pla teau. But it is his to gain 15 pounds and wrestle in the much
more competi tive
competitive na197 - pound
ture that will not
weight class.
allow him to be ''Justin Kerr is the d'UY
pho<o
"I deli bera tel y
complacent.
b'
Justin
Kerr
had
made
a
career
out
of
using
his
height
as
an
advantage
against
gained
the
"Actually,
who loves wrestling the
weight, ra is ing his opponents. Above, he wraps himself around a Mount Union defender in one
reaching 100 vicmy bench press of his many wins two weeks ago.
tories is kind of
from 400 to 550
disappointtng," most. You just don't
pounds," Ke rr
Kerr said."l m1ssed
some matches the replace guys like that...
said of his off -season t raining. "''ve
last couple of
Kerry Volkmann always been moyears Otherwise,
tivated to beat
I would be able to
break the school record of 122 wins set by great opponents. 1 wanted a chance to
wrestle Matt Hamill, two-time defending
joe Schmidt"
ThejCU Ice Hockey Club got a rare theUSCSA midwest competitions. With
Currently, Kerr stands in seventh place Division lli national champion."
chance to play at Gund Arena this past Ohio State, Toledo, Case Western, BowlBeating the best to become the best is
on]CU'scareer wins list, with a mark of 93S~~J$USCJ'QSSlQWD Kent, but lost, ingGreenandAkronlnatfcndance.both
16 Unforunately for Kerr, the flu kept him nothing new to Kerr. He upset the No. 1
~~ ~~ttCi:U6rtv.operiods,2-2. thejCU men's and women's teams finout of compe tu ion two weeks ago at the ranked wrestler in the nation in thesemifidle~or Kent toS.over in the ished second overall in the Slalom and
Division 111 Na11onal Dua IChampionships. nalshissenioryearatMapleton High School
third. Sophomore Mike Riebe and fresh- Giant Slalom.
In addu ion, the Blue Streaks were not able on his way to an Ohio state championship.
On the women's side, top finishers
man Tim Funkhouser picked up goals
Kerr and the success of the JCU wresto participate at last year's Rochester Invifor the Blue Streaks. Sophomore were junior Miuia Zachary. at first in
tational due to mclemcnt weather. Vic to- tling program go hand in hand. If not for
goaltender Scou Shantery feltthe brunt Slalom and third In GS, and sophomore
ries at each of these tournaments could one, the other would not exist.
of Kent's target practice, making62saves. Madelaine Lumpp, who placed third in
"Justin not only wins matches for us,"
very well have put him closer to Schmidt.
JCU will play host this Friday (8:30) Slalom. For the men, senior Corey
There's no doubt Kerr lives for his cho- Volkmann said "He scores a lot of match
and Saturday (3:00) against Miami Uni- Paquette was third in Slalom and secsen sport. Accordmg w Coach Kerry Volk- points for us. It was also a major personal
versity at Cleveland Sportsplex. A bus endinGS.
mann, Kerr'sdedtcanon and passion go un- sacrifice to want tojumptwoweightclasses
This weekend, the team travels to
will leave campus at 7:30 for the Friday
like he did.'
matched in the Blue Streak locker room.
game, and all fans in attendance will Mansfield, followed by a trip to Boston
An extremely competitive mdividual by
"Justin Kerr lS the guy who loves wresMills/Brandywine next weekendtoend
receive a free frisbee.
tling the most," Volkmann satd "He has a nature, he feels as if he's always had somethe season.
chance to leave here a three-time All- thing to prove, if not to others, to himself.
ThejCU Ski Team started its season
"Back when I was growing up, I was tall
Amenca n, three-tt me OAC cham pion, and
EntriesfortheClubSport Winter Rewith a trip to Winter Park, Co. three
with over lOO career match wins. You JUSt and skinny," Kerr said. "1 got good grades m
port
should be dropped off at the CN or
weeks ago as a training camp, and began
school, so 1kind of took them for granted. So
don't replace guys ltke that."
competitive action this past weekend at faxed to 397-1729.
Despite all his accomplishments, Kerr !looked to athletics to keep me motivated."

winter report
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Wotnen involved in both sides of upsets

Reserves get easy win
Matt Rayl

SP 0 RT S

like that," head coach Carol Dugan
was blanked m field goals in the jimtson said.
"When we played Muskingum satd of the loss to Hiram. "It's a
most recent game. And after successfullycuttingrurnovers in half down there !earher in the season! shame 11 happened right after a
for a victory, they tallied 29 mis- we let them sit p right back in," big win. It would have been nice
satd Hubach. "We were satisfied to put two m a row."
cues in a disappointing loss
The week belonged to sophoThe Blue Streaks ( 4-12, 3-8 with the one half that we played"
more
Meghann Hubach Hubach
This may be a good dtagnosis
0AC)beatMuskingum,63-45,Sattallied
career bests m scoring and
of
what
happened
against
Hiram.
urday at home but lost to Hiram
JCU matched the Terriors, 33- rebounding,wnh20pointsand 13
Tuesday night, 88-68.
"Turnovers were a big factor in 34, in the first half but were boards against the M usktes, en
beating Muskingum, but our in- outscored by 19 points m the sec- route to garnering OAC Player of
the Week honors Her six blocks
tense defense was what probably ond frame.
"Sometimes you have mghts in the game allowed her to take
made the dtfference," junior Enn
over the OAC blocked shots lead
entering the week.
Jimison posted a career-high
eight steals on Saturday and contributed 29 points on· the week,
including seven of 12 from three
point land.
Sophomore guard Katie
Cervenik continues to be among
the conference leaders in threepointfieldgoal percentage but was
held scoreless from behind the arc
against Hiram .
Spirits on the team are high
despite the Hiram loss.
"Every team in the OAC tS ca-

women's hoops

Next game: Thursday vs.
Ohto Wesleyan
Site, time: Shula Center, 7:30
Key factJCU won the last
match up. 69-61, in 1996
pablc of beating every other team;·
Hubach satd. "lt all depends on
who comes to play that night"
"We want to carry over the intensity and feeling of w1nnmg
from the Muskingum game into
our remaining games," said
Jimison. "Everything was finally
working We were all mtense together, and that's what we want to
duplicate."
JCU gets a break from conference action tonight when they
host Ohio Wesleyan.

STREAKSOFTHE WEEK
MarenAikey
Sophomore, Diving

Scafe ready for cliallenge
destred a head coaching position.
"I wasn't unhappy here. That's
When john Carroll head coach just how it is in this profession. I
Regis Scafe ponders the Blue didn't know if I'd get many opporStreaks' football rivalry with the tunities."
Theopponunity he did get was
Mount Union Purple Raiders, he
thinks back to his early days in far from the perfect situation. [n
coachingand a clime he attended . fact, it was at times downright
At that clinic he heard former frustrating. Athletics play a distant second fiddle to
Michigan mentor Bo
scholastics at CWRU, a
Schembechler speak.
school with an esteemed
One toptc he addressed
academic reputation.
was the storied rivalry
"At Case, academics
between his Wolverines
is No.I," Scafe said. "All
and
Ohio
State.
the other stuff they don't
Schembechler, who
stressatall. Athleticsare
served as an assistant to
important, but they are
Woody Hayes at Oh10
not stressed."
State prior to moving to
Scafe dealt with playThat School Up North,
ers missing practice for a
said everything his Regis Scafe
ple thora of academic
Michigan squad did during the year was in preparation for reasons without repercussions.
the final game of the regular sea- But those same players often were
son with the arch rival Buckeyes. penalized for missing classes, even
That, in a nutshell, is how Scafe one, for athletic reasons,Scafe said
"It was a negative at Case at
hopes to cor rect what has seemed
to be an exercise in futility for the times. Not i ntennonall y, but that's
Blue Streaks during the past few just the way it is," said Scafe, a 1971
seasons. TheJohnCarroll program graduate of Western Reserve Unihas been successful in recent years, versity (now CWRU), where he
but Sca[e knows that the road to was an all-conference defensive
that next plateau runs directly back. "To me, athletics and football- because that's where I amthrough AIlia nee.
"Obviously, we have todosome are an extension of the classroom.
things in the program geared at Getting along w11h people; hard
beating Mount Union," said Scafe. work; dedication; and it's a great
Scafe's return completes a lit- social setting."
Despite the drawbacks, Scafe
eral 360 degree turn, right down
to the same office he occupied six fash10ned a successful record. He
years ago. He leftJCU after serv- inherited a program that had won
ing as Tony DeCarlo's defensive four games in the two seasons becoordinator from 1987-93 to be- fore his arrival, and led it to a 5-5
come the head coach at Case West- mark in both 1996 and 1998
"I know howdtfflcult itts there,"
ern Reserve University.
said
DeCarlo, who will remain at
"It got to the point where I had
the
university
as athletic director.
an opportunity and I dtdn't know
how lorig Coach IDeCarlo! would "We think It's difficult here. It's
keep coaching," said Scafe, who probably more difficult there. 1
Brian Murphy

Managing Editor

thought he did a remarkable job."
Today, though, Scafe is in control of a program he helped mold.
Scafe joined DeCarlo's staff for the
1987 season, DeCarlo's first as head
coach.
"1think it was realtmportant,"
DeCarlo said of Scafe's first stint at
JCU. "It was a good learning experience for him about John Carroll
University and our association
with the conference and the recruiting experience. He had a
hand in our system ."
Kerry Volkmann,JCU's defenstve backs coach and head wrestling coach, has been friends with
Scafe since their days at St. joseph
High School (now Villa AngelaSt. joseph) in the mid-1960's.
"We've both had our ups and
downs in our caree rs," said
Volkmann, who admmed he dtd
notenjoycompeting with or beating Scafe in the past when their
opposing reams met. "B ut our
friendship has been a special one.
I'm personally excited for htm. I
know it's a dream come true .... I'm
really looking forward to it."
The program has matured fully
under DeCarlo's watchful eye. The
challenge for Scafe is to take it to
the next level. But first he must
just learn his players' names. Scafe
got a late start at the job. His first
official day was Jan. ll, when he
was in Nashville, Tenn., for a
coaches' convention. Wicked wintry weather, however, delayed his
arrival for three days
Scafe hopes to instill in those
players an attitude similar to his.
"I'm a btg game guy. I love big
games; games people think we
can't win. I love doing things
people say we can't do."
Beating Mount Unioncenamly
would fall into that category.

ProvisiOnally q\tahfied
for the NCAA OtvlSlon 111
Championships by meet
ing the standard wHh a
dive of 258.9 on the three
meter Saturday versus
Baldww-Wallace. Also,
won thethree-meterevent
Thursday against Buffalo
State.

Meghann Hubach
Soph., Basketball
Led the women with
20 points and lO reboun ds in a 63-45 win
against Muskingum Saturday Leadsthetearnin
reboounding at
rpg
and is second in scoring
at lO 8 ppg. Named
Women's Basketball
OAC Player of the Week
for the first time.
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Leiters /o /be Etlilor

Editorial Opinion

First Year
Seminar Chair
seeks input

Crossing the Line

-

On average there are 1.4 million legal abortions performed in this country annually. Since
Jan. 22,1973,adaywhich livesininfamyforprolife activists, more than 37 million abortions
have taken place. These are startling and disturbing statistics. No one is arguing the validity
or importance of these facts. Being subjected to
a "cemetery of the innocent" on one's way past
Pacelli Hall, however, is something that should
not be imposed onto every passing member of
the john Carroll community.
For pro-life supporters,]an. 22 is a black day
on the calendar. But that should not mean that
the days leading up to and surrounding it should
be black days for those on campus who have
chosen to be less active than the members of
]CU's Right To life organization.
There is a fine line be tween positive reinforcement and overstated fanaticism. Unfortunately,
the proponents of a positive cause, rightfully
named pro-life, crossed that line when they decided to erect the370crossesthatline the ground
behind Pacelli.
This action does not seem to be the work of
pro-lifers, but rather of anti-abortionists. Why
should something so negative, even morbid, be
on display for the entire community to endure?
There are other groups and causes wnidi em- ·
ploy strong! y Catholic and moral messages, but
do not resort to the level of shock value that this
"Cemetery of the hnnocents" stoops. On National Smoke Out Day you will never see a field
covered with rotted lungs or broken beer mugs
on M.A.D.D.'s anniversary.
Because this issue is a divisive and volatile one
that affects a very large segment of the campus
community, it should be approached with extreme cautiousness and not petty scare tactics.
As much as we may want to believe that our
campus is abortion-free, inevitably there are individuals who have dealt with the life-altering
decision that abortion entails. Whethermaleor
female, they must work diligently, not only to
convince themselves, but all parties involved
that they did in fact make the best choice for
them at that time and juncture in their hves. For
these people to have a "cemetery of the innocent"
thrust in their faces every time they venture over
to the Atrium is frankly overbearing.
There are scores of American families hoping,
prayingandwaitingfortheopportunitytoadopt
a child. Most of them wait months, years and
occasionally even decades to have a child become a part of their lives. Also, an abortion
endangers not only the woman undergoing the
procedure's physical health, but also wears on
herconscience. Whynotaccentthesefactsrather
than solely emphasize the death toll and demean the power of the Normandy cemetery
where so many brave American soldiers lie in
eternal rest.
Yes, such a display is highly effective at both
grabbing the attention of the casual passer by
and alerting him or her to the millions of lost
lives; but is it really necessary to impose such a
negative and painful image on the innocent, yes,
innocent members of the]CU community?

The First Year Seminar Committee exists as a subcomm inee
of the University Core Commntee. It is the responsibility of the
FYS subcommittee to plan, with
appropriate input from faculty
and students, future offerings of
the seminar. This includes idenrifying relevant themes, selecting
worthwhile texts that engage
these themes and giving the university comm unity the opportu-

fliTS &

Staff Commentary
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Clare-ifying Changes
Tom O'Konowitz
The saying goes, hindsight is 20/20. But when do we stop
I
c ,
.
I g
d?
John Carroll University, great defender and believer m the
status quo,occasionally makes changes, usually tosolvea problem. That's when people start looking back. People here have
the extraordinary ability to com plain and at times get a reasonable solution to their problem. Then, they realize that things
weren't so bad after all, or the solution just isn't what they
wanted.
Marriott will end 24 years of serving
JCU students in May.
Thewaypeopletalk about the food, you
would think that they would be holding
the door open for them. But that's not the
way things go. Ever since the change was
announced, people have been collecting
signatu res, meeting with administrators
and compl aining about the change.
I'm not sure if they are simply looking
News Editor
at the Inn Between through rose colored
glasses. or if they really will m iss the crawfish served on special occasions.
Another thorn in theJCU student's stde has been the lack of
things to do on campus. Who wants to spend all th eir beer
money on cabs? (And don't forget the $30 fines tf you decide to
play chicken with the RA's and drink in the dorms.)
The Wolf n' Pot seemed like a great idea , but no one has rerouted their path down Cedar to Lee to include some time at the
pu b
C. A B., th e Carroll Activities Board was established to create
thmgs to do on campus, but can you name one activity that
C.A.B. has sponso red t h1s year? Probably not, beca use not many
people go.
No one liked how little money our dubs receJVed, so the
Student Umon, that paragon of student leadership, created the
Student Activities Fee. Pay $50 per year, and your favorite
organizations get money, and so does the Student Union's Student Activities Committee. The hopes were high, $50 could
mean btgger frat parties, big bands, Dave Matthews, the list of
possib1lities was endless When the$50sank in, the thought of
staying on campus on a weekend night did too.
The Student Union sponsored the Freddy Jones Band co ncert in November, and the band played to crowd that fit nicely
around the stage.
We got what we wanted, a band oncampus,and they didn't
even play in the Wolf n' Pot. Then the dream faded, and things
went back to normal , because no one went.
j ohn Carrollisnevergoingtobe the perfect place we all want
H to be. When things change, don't remtmsce about how great
thmgs were before. I guess as long as improvements are made
and problems are solved there will always be someone who
thmks things were fme before. After all isn't there a saying that
goes, "the more things change, the more they stay the same?"
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pus that have thoughts about the
seminar.
We are in the midst of making
plans for the Falll999 offering of
the course. This semester we will
also be identifymg a theme for the
Fall of 2000and 2001 making th1s
a particularly useful timefor us to
hear what students have to say
about the course. Constructive
s uggestions that would improve
theseminarwould be most appreciated.
I have offlce hours from II a.m.
-2 p.m. on Tuesday and 10 a.m. -11
a.m. on Wednesday and Friday. I
can be availableatother times and

Bar for impeaching
Presidents must be lofty

HIT:

Dirty Snow, yellow snow... yum . miss: Classes that require
a baker's dozen of books. HIT?: NBA season to start soon .
·
miss: Return of the winter weather for one day. HIT: Chicken
tenders in the cafeteria. miss: Vandals ruin Right to Life's
"Cemetery of the Innocents" and their banner in the atrium.
HIT: "If Tomorrow Never Comes" to pay a visit to the Wolf and
Pot. miss: Dave Matthews visited Allegheny Sunday. Aren't you
glad he didn't come here? HIT: Browns name new coach ...
Cleveland can smell football. miss: Rodman bathrooms now not
only smell horrendous, they also rain.

nity to hear the authors, or other
sunable experts, reflect on the
texts.
As the current cha1rof thesubcommittee, I would like to take
this opportunity to invite students
to share their views on the course
with me. While we have received
student evaluations of the course
conducted near the end of the fall
semester, we would also like to
hear what students think of the
course after some time has passed
since completing it. This invitation, then, is extended not only to
current members of the first year
class but to all students on cam-

Alan Brody
There have been repeated attempts by the House Managers to
link a conviction of Clinton with
those of judges who have been removed from office. But is this a
parallel comparison? judges may
be removed for bad behavior, but
the criteria for removing a President is somewhat more ambiguous.
The words high crimes and
misdemeanors are found in the
constitution a nd Hamilton spoke
of violating the public trust. Why
L. l..\..

oAl-u L-it)u. i.l. y ?

l 1. ......-..v ~.~old b e pJ.- ~

sumptuous and perhaps arrogant
to argue that we know the Intent
of those who preceded us by two
hundred years. The question that
we migh t legitimately ask is why
weren't the framers more specific?
We might draw the conclusion
that the framers wanted to make
removal difficult rather th an easy.
Requiring a two thirds vote in the
Senate would seem to sup port that
argument. Otherwise, why not

just make removal a simple maJOrity? Perhaps the framers were
just being careless, but most scholars would argue that the constitution is a very well thought out
document. It has survived largely
in tac t for over two hundred years,
so carelessness would not seem to
carry much weight.
They discussed the idea of using the word maladministration
as grounds for impeachment, but
that was rejected because it was
deemed tohavepoliticalovertones
and might have permitted Congress to remove a Presidentstmply
because the disagreed with him
whi r l "'< wcou1d h,;o.vc \-... .... ..-...., n

vio\ a

tion of separation of powers.
One assumption that can be
made is that the framers were not
naive and that marital infidelity
and sex ual transgressions are not
a twentieth century phenomenon.
They neither stated nor implied
removal. It is also argued that sex
is not the issue- perjury and obstruction of justice are the issues.
One can then argue that perjury

TOP10
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and obstruction of justice may
have been committed, but the
foundation of those acts was based
on sex .
One might argue that if the
framers wanted bad behavior to
be ground for removal, it would
have been relativel y simple to include that in th e constitution.
They didn't.

am happy to have phone or e-mail has had a positive influence on
messages as well. My office ex ten - the campus climate. We look forsion is4374 My e-matl address 1s ward to continued collaboration.
Lauren Bowen
bowen@jc u.ed u.
Bowen is an associate professor
As further resources. please feel
free to contact other faculty that of political scumce and the chat rof
serve on the First Year Seminar the Pi rst YearSemt narSubcommttCommittee. The committee in- teeojthe Universt tyCore Commttcludes Bob Kolesar, mathematics . tee.
department; Maryclaire Moroney,
English department; Bob Kolesar,
The C&ITOII N""' '-'!.,. to
the oddor, u H Ia our woy ol knowing
history department; Nick Santilli,
whal you likl or dislike 1bou1 tl'le newspsychology department, and Va l
paper, tl1e campus or IWoln gMerW Wo
Lassiter, religious stud1es departrequ:l,. that Jetters ba submtH«J In The
ment.
Carroll News offJC8s by noon on Monday
Finally,! would like to take this
to bee&lgib4e !OC'pub4ieadon in that week's
opportunity to express, on behalf
eO•tion. Lettars should b& typed. and no
looger than two peQe$ , dovbl.. apac:ftd.
of the committee, my appreciaWe rfierve the (\gh\ to echt letter$ lor
tion to the faculty and stude nts
clanty or space. cons.darahons. L•t1e.rs
that have already contributed
mu$1 be algne<l and ac:<X>m'""'le<l by
their vision, ideas, time and en~our t~one number.
ergy to the seminar such that it

Tipper
Gore
Her 1985 campaign against
obscene and racist rock songs
brought her onto the national
stage, but for years before that,
she had done public-interest
work with her political friends.

DID YOU KHOW?

Finally, the difficulty in this
entire process is that there arealmost no precedents upon which
to rely. That's probably a good
thing since we don't want to make
it a habit to impea h r id nt .
Xho$

who ;;).J: g.v.c ~'\.at. t.hc b .; u

\.-0

impeachment should not be high
are wrong. Any bar that wo.uld
overturn an election by the people
must necessarily be high, because
rejecting the will of the people
would be a rejection of democratic
principles.

Brody is a memberofthe]ohn
Carroll University political science department.
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am happy to have phone or e-mail
messages as well. Myofficeexten sion is4374. My e-mail address1s
bowen@jcu.edu.
As further resources, please feel
pus that have thoughts about the free to contact other faculty that
serve on the First Year Seminar
seminar.
We are in th e midst of making Committee. The committee inplans for the Fa\11999 offering of cludes Bob Kolesar, mathematics
the course. This semester we will department: Maryclaire Moroney,
also be 1dentifymg a theme for the English department, Bob Kolesar,
Fall of 2000and 2001 making this history department: NickSantilli,
a particularly useful time for us to psychology department, and Val
hear what students have to say Lassiter, religious studies departabout the course. Constructive ment.
Finally.! would like to take this
suggestions that would improve
the seminarwould be most appre- opportunity to express, on behalf
of the committee, my apprecmciated.
I have office hours from 11 a. m. tion to the faculty and students
-2 p.m. on Tuesday and lO a.m. -II that have already contrib uted
a.m. on Wednesday and Friday. I their vision, ideas, time and encan beavailableatothertimesand ergy to the seminar such that it

Letters /o the Etlitor

Editorial Opinion

First Year
Seminar Chair
seeks input

Crossing the Line

-

On average there are 1.4 million legal abortions performed in this country annually. Since
jan. 22,1973,adaywhich lives in infamy for prolife activists, more than 37 million abortions
have taken place. These are startling and disturbing statistics. No one is arguing the validity
or importance of these facts. Being subjected to
a "cemetery of the innocent" on one's way past
Pacelli Hall, however, is something that should
not be imposed onto every passing member of
the john Carroll community.
For pro-life supporters,] an. 22 is a black day
on the calendar. But that should not mean that
the days leading up to and surrounding it should
be black days for those on campus who have
chosen to be less active than the members of
JCU's Right To Life organization.
There is a fine line between positive reinforcement and overstated fanaticism. Unfortunately,
the proponents of a positive cause, rightfully
named pro-life, crossed that line when they decided to erect the 37 0 crosses that line the ground
behind Pacelli.
This action does not seem to be the work of
pro-lifers, but rather of anti-abortionists. Why
should something so negative, even morbid, be
on display for the entire community to endure?
There are other groups and causes wTncli. employ strongly Catholic and moral messages, but
do not resort to the level of shock value that this
"Cemetery of the !innocents" stoops. On National Smoke Out Day you will never see a field
covered with rotted lungs or broken beer mugs
on M.A.DD.'s anniversary.
Because this issue is a divisive and volatile one
that affects a very large segment of the campus
commumty, it should be approached with extreme cautiousness and not petty scare tactics.
As much as we may want to believe that our
campus is abortion-free, inevitably there are individuals who have dealt with the life-altering
decision that abortion entails. Whether male or
female, they must work diligently, not only to
convince themselves, but all parties involved
that they did in fact make the best choice for
them at that time and juncture in their lives. For
these people to have a "cemetery of the innocent"
thrust in their faces every time they venture over
to the Atrium is frankly overbearing.
Therearescoresof American families hoping,
praying and waiting for the opportunity to adopt
a child. Most of them wait months, years and
occasionally even decades to have a child become a part of their lives. Also, an abortion
endangers not only the woman undergoing the
procedure's physical health, but also wears on
her conscience. Why not accent these facts rather
than solely emphasize the death toll and demean the power of the Normandy cemetery
where so many brave American soldiers lie in
eternal rest.
Yes, such a display is highly effective at both
grabbing the attention of the casual passer by
and alerting him or her to the millions of lost
lives; but is it really necessary to impose such a
negative and painful image on the innocent, yes,
innocent members of thejCU community?

The First Year Seminar Committee exists as a subcommittee
of the University Core Committee. It is the responsibility of the
FYS subcommittee to plan, with
appropriate input from faculty
and students, fu ture offerings of
theseminar. Thisinc\udesidemifying relevant themes, selecting
worthwhile texts that engage
these themes and giving the university community the opportu-

HI liB &
HIT: Dirty Snow, yellow snow... yum. miss: Classes that require
a baker's dozen of books. HIT?: NBA season to start soon.
·
miss: Return of the winter weather for one day. HIT: Chicken
tenders in the cafeteria. miss: Vandals ruin Right to Life's
"Cemetery of the Innocents" and their banner in the atrium.
HIT: "If Tomorrow Never Comes" to pay a visit to the Wolf and
Pot. miss: Dave Matthews visited Allegheny Sunday. Aren't you
glad he didn't come here? HIT: Browns name new coach ...
Cleveland can smell football. miss: Rodman bathrooms now not
only smell horrendous, they also rain.

Staff Commentary

TilE CARROLL NEWS

Clare-ifying Changes
The saying goes, hindsight is 20/20. But when do we stop
,
·a
1 g
?
john Carroll University, great defender and believer in the
status quo, occasionally makes changes, usually tosolvea problem. That's when people start locking back. People here have
the extraordinary ability to complain and at times get a reasonable soluuon to their problem. Then, they realize that things
weren't so bad after all, or the solution just isn't what they
wanted.
Marriott will end 24 years of serving
JCU students in May.
The way people talk about the food, you
would think that they would be holding
the doer open for them. But that's not the
way things go. Ever si nce the change was
announced, people have been collecting
signatures, meeting with administrators
and complaining about the change.
Clare Taft
I'm not sure if they are s1mply looking
at the Inn Between through rose colored
ews Edi tor
glasses,orif they really will miss the crawfish served on special occasions.
Anot her thorn in thejCU st udem's side has been the lack of
things to do on campus. Who wants to spend all their beer
money on cabs? (And don't forget the $30 fm es if you decide to
play chicken with the RA's and drink in the dorms.)
The Wolf n' Pot seemed like a great idea, but no one has rerouted their path down Cedarto Lee to include some time atthe
pub
C. A.B., the Carroll Activities Board was established to create
thmgs to do on campus, bur can you name one activity that
CAB. has sponsored thi s year? Probably not, because not many
people go
No one liked how little money ou r clubs received, so the
Student Union, that paragon of student leadership, created the
Student Activities Fee. Pay $50 per year, and your favorite
organizations get money, and so does the Student Union's Student Acuvities Committee. The hopes were high, $50 could
mean btgger frat parties, big bands, Dave Matthews, the list of
possib ilities was endless. When the$50sank in, the thought of
stay ing on campus on a weekend night d1d toe.
The Student Union sponsored the Freddy jones Band con·
cert in November, and the band played to crowd that fit nicely
around the stage.
We got what we wanted, a band oncampus,and they didn't
eve n play in the Wolf n' Pot. Then the dream faded , and things
went back to normal , because no one went.
John Carroll isnevergoingtobe the perfect place weal\ want
!l robe. When things change, don't remmisce about how great
tlungs were before. l guess as long as improvements are made
and problems are solved there will always be someone who
thin ksthmgs we refine before. After all isn't there a saying that
goes, "the more rhmgs change, the more they stay the same?"
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ni ty to hear the authors, or other
suitable experts, reflect on the
texts.
As the current chair of the subcommittee, l would like to take
this opportunity to in vice students
to share their views on the course
with me. While we have received
student evaluations of the course
conducted nearthe end of the fall
semeste r, we would also like to
hear what studen ts think of the
course after some time has passed
since completing it. This invitation, then, is extended not only to
current members of the first year
class but to all students on cam-

Bar for impeaching
Presidents must be lofty
Alan Brody
There have been repeated attempts by the House Managers to
link a conviction of Clinton with
those of judges who have been removed from office. But is this a
parallel comparison? judges may
be removed for bad behavior, but
the criteria for removing a President is somewhat more ambiguous.
The words high crimes and
misdemeanors are found in the
constitution and Hamilton spoke
of violating the public trust. Why
L. ..,..,.~.n.dd be

d ...... ""u. a.l,.i,ou.iL y 1

f1"10:

sumptuous and perhaps arrogant
to argue that we know the lnrent
of those who preceded us by two
hundred years. The question that
we might legitimately ask IS why
weren't the framers more specific?
We might draw the conclusion
that the framers wanted to make
removal difficultrather than easy.
Requiring a two th irds vote in the
Senate would seem to support that
argument. Otherwise, why not

just make removal a simple majority? Perhaps the framers were
just being careless, but most scholars would argue that the constitution is a very well thought out
document. It has survived largely
in tact for over two hundred years,
so carelessness would not seem to
carry much weight.
They discussed the idea of using the word maladministration
as grounds for impeachment, but
that was rejec ted because it was
deemed to havepoliticaloverrones
and might have permitted Congress to remove a President simply
because the disagreed with him
-.JV1-. l rh wo;'lo u\ d

h ~• ve \-.. r ~· r\

:-1

v i a\ ~ ,

One might argue that if the
framers wanted bad behavior to
be ground for removal. it would
have been relatively simple to include that m the constitut ion.
They didn't.
Finally, the difficulty in this
entire process is that there arealmost no precedents upon which
to rely That's probably a good
thing since we don't want to make
it a habit to impea h r id nt .
Ih.o.s.

of political science and the chatrof
the First Year Seminar Subcommitteeofthe UniversityCore Committee.
The Carroll Ne..., .....,.,_ lett. . to
editor, u d II our way o1 """"'"G
wll.lt )IOU uko or .,..lilt aboul the the

peper. thecampusorlifelngenetW. We
requl,. th81 Jet1ers be IUbn'lltted In The
Carrell Nawooft!Ces by noon on Monday
lobeeligltM lorpubllc.atlon In that week's
&dl1lon . Lanets should be typed, anc:J no
longer than two paQ&I, dou~e·apec.O .
We reseNe the right to &drt \etters tor
Clar\t)l or apace con~atat.ons . Letters
must be elgn9d and accomganl&d by
vour telephont number.

Tipper
Gore
Her 1985 campaign against
obscene and racist rock songs
brought her onto the national
stage, but for years before that,
she had done public-interest
work with her political friends.

DID YOU KHOW?
• NICKNAME: Mother called her
Tipper after a favorite S~anish
lullaby, "TiPPY. T1ppy Tin
• INSIDER: W1le of Vice Pres1dent
AI Gore; advises President
Clinton on
heahh issues
• OTHER
Battered

w h o ~ E;\.\C ~t. t.hc. b ·OJ. t \.0

tion of separation of powers.

impeachment should not be high

One assumption that can be
made is that the framers were not
naive and that marital infidelity
and sexual transgressions are not
at wen tieth century phenomenon.
They neither stated nor implied
removal. It is also argued that sex
is not the issue- perjury a nd ob struction of justice are the issues.
One can then argue that perjury

overturn an election by 1he people
must necessarily be high, because
rejecting the will of the people
would be a rejection of democratic
principles.

are wrong. Any bar thal 11110Wd
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Brody is a memberofthe)ohn
Carron University political science department.

-

TOP 10

I. rwo

and obstruction of justice may
have been committed, but the
foundation of those acts was based
on sex.

has had a posilive influence on
the campus climate. We look forward to commued collaboration.
Lauren Bowen
Bowen is an associate professor
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Student needed t o teach w eb
t .v. use to Beachwood resident,
across f rom Beachwood mall.
Evenings 1 -2 hours. Hourly rate,
negotiable. Call 292-0453 If
Interested.
Caregiver posit ion available for
1 year old girl. Flex i ble hours
between 8-5, Monday-Friday.
Within wal king distance from
campus. Call 382-7805 If
Interested.

LL

Student Services company
looking for tutors In all
subjects. Make your own
schedule. $10-$15 per hour.
Car perferred, but not necessary.
Call 552-4700.
Chlldcare. Wednesdays from
1 0 :00 a.m. to 1 :00 p.m. In our
home. 1 / 2 mile from campus.
Call Debbie at 371-8804 If
Interested.

"l borrowed my mom and pop 's
tennis rackets. "

" I'm not sure wbat 1 want to be when I
grow up. Let's just say I'm a
work in progress."

0 D

Business student needed for
part-time general office,
knowledge of MS Word. Please
call Audree Cain at 382-1802.
Female student needed
weekdays. 3:30 t o 6:00 at
owners house, right near JCU.
Hours / pay negotalble. Call
Laura at 371-2522.
Interns wanted. Sales and
editorial positions available at
The Cleveland Tab magazine.
Fast-paced, room for
advancement. Call Casey at

861-3400.
Babysitter wanted for 16 month
old. Wednesdays and Fridays.
Flexible hours. Occasional
w kend evenings. Within
walking distance. Call Jeanne
Cunningham at 382-3963.

WH AT TWO LETTERS
SPELL•.

HIDDEN In the above frame is a proverb. Find It
by read ing every other letter as you go around it
clockwise . The trick is finding the right first letter.
.'SIIOCI J. .I<J lod p84"l- 1/, :U"'"ffO

lr.l!ll•A lllflu -.a uo •'1.

-.a <wM Du!llVIS

Illustrated by David Coulson

FIND A CERTAIN 10-digit number: The first digit must be the same as the number
of Os In the entire number, the second digit must be the same as the number of 1s
In the entire number, and so on through the 1Oth digit.
·ooo ~ooo ~lll 11 UOitn t<>S •uo

_A _ __ _
_A ____ _

A------Classified ads In The Carroll
News are $3.00 for the first 10
words, and $.25 for each
additional word. Ads are due on
Monday at noon for publication in
that Thursday's newspaper.
Call 216-397-4398

THEJCUPUB
IS OPEN
TWO NIGHTS
THIS WEEKEND!!!
THE WOLF AND POT
Friday 5 p.m. -12 midnight
Saturday 7 p.m. - 12 midnight
Pizza and wings served
$1 cover

1. a winter condition?
2. a kind of pepper?
3. to rot away?
4. overindulgence?
5. a climbing plant?
6. a literary composition?
7. how a dieter feels?
8. aesthetic pretensions?
9. no matter which?
10. an English county?
'(l«lSS3 ) XS '0 ~ ·(kJB) 3N 6 ·(A!Je )
l~ 'L ·(Aesse) 'liS ·g
'(M!) AI ·s · (sse~xe) SX '" ·(Ae:J&p)
>40 c ·(euueAeo) N>l ·z · (~.of) 01 · ~

ltl ·g ·(A)dwe)

The First-Year Seminar
ESSAY CONTEST
CASH * PRIZES * PUBLICATION * RECOGNITION
We are seeking entries in these categories:
1. Personal Narratives
2. Essays about one or more of the common
texts
3. Research papers
4. Analyses of off-campus experiences
** Papers should not exceed 5 pages. Exceptions may be
made in some cases.
**You may enter more than one essay and enter one in
more than one category.
** Papers must be original works composed for the First
Year Seminar 1998.
Please submit clea n, typed, revised essays (no instructor comments), with your name
appearing on the cover pages but nowhere else, by Monday Feb. 8at5 p.m. To the
WritingCenter(O'Malley 207). On the title page indicate in which category you wish
jour essay to be judged. Be sure to save a copy of your paper on dis kette. This will
facilitate the printi ng of the wi nning essays.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT: DR. CHRIS ROARK, DEPARTMENT OF ENGUSH (397-4718)

